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Surcharg e proposal sent hack
By Einar Sunde
The University Board of
Trustees voted yesterday to send
the proposal for a reduction in the
Energy Surcharge at UNH back"to
the Finance and Budget
Committee.
The proposal will face "full
reconsideration" by the committee
in consultation with student
representatives.
The proposed reduction was
pas'-ed without amendment for
both Plymouth State anq Keene
State colleges.
UNH President Evelyn Handler
moved to return the proposed
reduction as a response to recent
objections by the Student Senate
that they received only ranges for
the decrease. The Keene and
Plymouth student · senates were
given precise figures.
. Bob Coates, Student Body
President said the proposal to

reconsider the surcharge decrease
was unnecessary.
"It would do little or no good to
refer (the proposal) back now,"
Coates said. "It's too late for us to
get due process."
The original proposal
recommended that the Energy
Surcharge for resident students at
UN H be reduced fro $84 to $60 for
the second semester. Coates said
that the students had no objection
to that proposal.
"It's the principle that we object
to," Coates said. "We received only
ranges, but the student senates at
Keene State and Plymouth State
got exact dollar figures."
The reconsideration ' will take
from one to two weeks, according
to unofficial Trustee estimates.
The trustees also voted to
change the status of the computer
Science unit at UN H from
"Program" to "Department"

separating it from the Mathematics department.
Additional actions taken by the
Trustees at the meeting include:
-The decision to offer the Bachelor
of Fine Arts Degree by Plymouth
State College.
-The acceptance of the WENH
request that Legislature
appropriate the sum of $1,516,725
for the rebuilding of the
transmitter and antenna. The
trustees also accepted a
contingency bid in the amount of
$1,147,000 from the Radio
Corporation of America Inc.
(RCA) for the purpose of securing
replacement of the transmitter and
antenna for Channel 11.
-The approval of the 1982-83
WENH Legislative Capital Budget
Request of $1,352,373 .
-The acceptance of revisions in the
University System of New
Hampshire Policy Manual.

Dean applican ts narrowe d
Instructor Cal Potter wrestles Art Laikos •
The Judo Club meets Tuesday and Thursday nights in the wrestling
room at the Field House. (Henri Barber photo)

Compute r Science.
to he departme nt
Computer Science the department
By Greg Flemming
has been increasing its staff and
A Department of Compu_ter
course offerings. According to
Science, separate from the existing
Munroe, a new staff member has
Math and Computer Science
been hired each year for the past
Department was approved by the
five years .
University System Board of
Trustees yesterday.
"We are recruiting now fo,
"This is a logical administrative another computer scientist," · he
step in the development of .. added , though he said he doesn't
foresee more rapid expansion in
Computer Science," said Evans
the new department.
Munroe, ·chairman of the Math
and Computer Science DepartSeveral years ago the Board of
ment, "We've been planning this Trustees approved bachelor and
masters degrees in computer
for quite some time."
science, and department faculty
Over 200 students applied for45
Computer Science majors this decided last year to split from the
Math Department. They sought
year, according to the admissions
approval from the Universit~'
office.
faculty, the vice president ot
The new department will be
Academic Affairs, and then •the
established July I, 1981. A
Board of Trustees.
department chairperson has not
been chosen.
"I'm very happy that Jt's
happened," said Robert Russell,
A separate department will
attract better quality staff, which is assistant professor of Computer
Science.
;
difficult because the field is very
competitive. according to Monroe.
The new department head will
With growing student interest in be a member of the current faculty.
The Math and Computer Science
Department office staff consists 'p f
an Assistant to the Chairman, · a
Secretary, and a Clerk Typist. The
Clerk Typist will transfer to the
new department and be upgraded
See Sports Specials:
by approximately $1,500 per year.
Hockey, Field and Ice
Two one-time costs have bee'n
cited including approximately
$2,000 for partitions to create an
Campus Caiendar ........ page 5
office complex, and approximate;Class ads ..................... page 17
ly $1,500 for office furniture and
Comics ........................ page 16
equipment.
'
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S
cie
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Engineering Department, which
will continue to offer computer,
engineering courses.
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By Jeffrey Tyler
Search Committees for Deans of
the College of Liberal Arts and
The Whittemore School of
Business and Economics (WSBE)
have nearly completed their tasks.
The Liberal Arts Dean Search
Committee has narrowed down
the original 152 applicants for the
position to five semi-finalists.
These five will be further
screened to three finalists by twoday visits to the campus between
November 23 and December 14.
The WSBE Dean Search
Committee has also reduced its 50
applicants to five semi-finalists
and are inviting these five to visit
the campus between December 1
and Christmas vacation . .
The Liberal Arts Dean Search
Committee has announced the
names of the five semi-finalists.
They are:
-Dr. Ronald L. Applbaum,
Professor of Speech and Dean,
School of Humanities, California
State University at Long Beach.
-Dr. C. Barry Chabot, Associate
Professor and Chairman,
Department of Literature, the
American University.
-Dr. Norman S. Cohn, formerly
Dean, Graduate Collesge and
Director of Research, Ohio
University (1970-1979), and now
Head. Section of Cellular and
·P h y s i o l o g i ca 1 B i o s c i e n c e s ,

Dr. Arthur Borrer
(Barbie Walsh photo)
National Science Foundation.
-Dr. William A Graham, Professor
and Director, Center for study of
World Religions, Harvard.
-Dr. Guinevera A. Nance, Dean,
School of Liberal Arts, Auburn
University at Montgomery, and

Student etnpolyees will
•
• •
receive
1D1n1rnu1n wage
Work-study student employees now receive at least minimum
wage b~cause of a recent federal ruling. University officials have also
. decided to pay non-work-study employees minimum wage.
All of the University's 1.478 work-study employees must be paid
$3.10 per hour for all work since October 1. But Richard Craig,
director of financial aid, estimated that fewer than 50 percent of
work-study employees were earning under minimum wages
previously.
·
Departments employing students probably have not planned on
the pay increases. "I would guess that people, wouldn't have
budgeted for this," Craig said. "There wasn't any clear indication
this would happen."
In January, when the minimum wage increases to $3.35, all workstudy employees will receive that.
According to Fred Arnold , though not required by law, non-work
study employees will also receive the minimum wage.
Before October 1, student employees only had to be paid 85
percent of minimum wage.

Associate Professor of English.
The curriculum vitae of each
candidate is available at . the
Dimond Library, at the reserve
desk.
The five semi-finalists for the
WSBE Dean position are:
-Dr. Arthur Craft, Associate
Dean , CoJ-lege of Business
Administration , University of
Nebraska.
-Dr. Dwight R. Ladd , Interim
Dean, Whittemore School of
Business and Economics,
University of New Hampshire at
Durham.
-Dr. Francis Tuggle, Acting Dean,
Jesse H. Jones School of
Administration, Rice University,
Houstin, Texas.
-Dr. Paul Uselding, Chairman,
Dept. of Economics, University of
Illinois.
-Dr. Hsin-Kwang Wu, Chairman,
Finance, Economics, and Legal
Studies, College of Commerce and
Business Administration ,
University of Alabama.
The curriculum vitae are not
available to the general campus
community yet.
The Vice-President for
Academic Affairs, Gordon
Haaland is responsible for
choosing the 11 members Qf the
dean search committees.
Each committee consists of one
student, one UNH Alumni
member, one trustee, and the rest
of faculty from various
departments.
.
When the committee is chosen,
it first advertises the position in
educational periodicals and
through letters to universities and
individuals.
When the applications arrive,
the committee reviews the
· candidates resumes'. Through a
series of different level criterion,
including interviews and
recommendations, they slowly sift
through the candidates and choose
whom they consider to be best
suited for the position.
When the committee has
brought the number of candidates
down to five, they invite them to
visit the campus. At this time the
names of the candidates, formerly
confidential, are made public.
The purpose of having the
candidates visit the University is to
give the entire campus community,
DEAN, page 18
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Judge.~:xplains students' rights
By Maureen Sullivan
The Honorable Judge Hugh
Bownes spoke in the Granite State
Room on Wednesday Night,
beginning the Dean of Student's
conference 01_1 the future of the
UNH judicial system.
Bownes, U.S. Circuit Judge
from the First Circuit Court of
Appeals, was billed to speak on
- how to balance the rights of
students and the interests of the
University. Instead , Bownes
discussed the rights students have
under the Constitution.
·
"There is no balancing of
rights", Bownes said, "only those
who observe those rights."
Bownes' speech centered on
three issues of concern to students:
due process of law, freedom of
speech, and freedom of
association.
Bownes dispelled old beliefs
once held valid by the courts such
as: "the University is your parent
while you are away from home:"
"students are privileged to attend a
University and once accepted must
obey all it's rules;" and students
enter a contract when they register
which implies they will obey all
l 1niversity rules.
Bownes cited cases which have
erased these old standards and also

referred to current preceedings
that have led to the formulation of
new rulings.
"We are one of the few countries
where the court has the last word

whether you agree with it or not
you have to abide by it until the
court changes its mind."
Bownes noted the change over
the years in the view students have
taken toward University
administrators and the law.;
"Today's students are less
willing to be controlled by the
faculty or administration."
Bownes said. The civil rights
movement of the sixties, the

"A student's
•
room is
his castle"

Judge Hugh BowneS(Barbie Walsh
photo)

on what the Constitution means,"
Bownes said, "The Constitution is
what the court says it is and

News in Brief
Finalists visit
Students will have a chance to meet Dr. C. Barry Chabot, one of
five finalists for the position of Dean of Liberal Arts, who will be
visiting the UNH campus this Sunday through Tuesda:y.
Chabot will be meeting with faculty and other interested members
of the University community this Monday from 10:30 a.m. in the
Forum Room the Dimond Library and this Tuesday from 2-to 3:30
p.m. in the Philip Hale Room in t~e Paul Creati_ve Ar_ts Ce~ter.
Chabot will speak tor about 15 mmutes on a topic of his choice, as
basis for later discussion.

Accident
UNH student Linda Prizer was hit by an automobile yesterday
while crossing Main Street in front of Thompson Hall at 12:38 p.m.
Nineteen-year old Prizer, a resident of Stoke Hall was treated for
"a bruise to the left thigh" and released _according to a spokesperson
for Wentworth Douglas Hospital.
The accident occurred when 43-year old Philip H. Jermann of
Durham drove his car into a car which was paused at a crosswalk,
driven by James A. Baldwain of Canada. Jermann's car pushed
Baldwin's over the crosswalk where it hit Prizer.
According to UNH police Lieutenant ?au! Ross, an _officer
usually directs traffic at that crosswalk durmg the rush penods.

Student-dies

women's movement and the
Vietnam War are the reasons for
the new student view according to
Bownes.
Bownes spent the majority of his
90 minute speech discussing the
due process of the law under the
fifth and 14th amendments.
In a University setting, due
process can have several applications, Bownes said. Bownes
emphasized the questions of
expulsion for academic and
disciplinary purposes and the right
of the University to enter a
student's room.
Bownes said expulsion on either
academic or disciplinary grounds
should have some prerequisites.
Citing various cases from
Universities from other parts of the
country, Bownes said a student
should receive a letter of
notification and be given the
opportunity for a hearing before
being expelled.
In regard to entry of a student's
room by school officials, Bownes
said "a student's room is his castle"
and is protected by the fourth
. amendment.
Bownes said first amendment
coverage of the rights to free
speech .and press are protected
unless it interferes with the normal
University educational process.
Referring to University
organizations, Bownes said if a
· group uses the name of the
University in it's title, the
University can not be held libel for
any wrong act i ,ns committed by
that grot1r.
Bownes speech was the first of .
four presentations sponsored by
the Dean of Student's Office.
According to Bob Gallo, Dean
of Students, the seminar will look
at the judicial process as it applies
to the students and to the
community. Gallo said he hope~ as
much of the University comunity
as possible will involve themselves
in the seminar.

Marc D. Hiller, assistant professor of health administration and
planning will soon publish a book (Barbie Walsh photo)

To him - medicine
•
is
a matter of ethics

By Laura Flynn
Role of Medical Ethics in Shaping
If a patient is dying should his
Public Policy;" .. Future
doctor tell him?
Dimensions of the Health Care
If several patients need artificial System;" "Being a Patient: Rights
hearts and there are only a limited in Question;" "Conflicting Vaiues
number available, who decides in Mental Health," "Keproducwho should receive them and who tion, Rights, and Population
should not?
Planning," and "Research:
These are just a few issues Ben~fits for Whom?" .
examined in a new book, "Medical
Hiller, 30, began workmg on the
Ethics and the Law: Implications book one and h_alf years a~o
for Public Policy," edited by UNH shortly after he arn".ed at UN,!-I m
Assistant Professor of Health January, 1979. Hiller reee1ved
Administration and Planning both ~is Ph.D. in Puf?lic J:Iealth
Marc D. Hiller.
and his B.S. degree m Biology
The book, due to be published from the University of Pittsburgh
internationally by Ballinger in Pennsylvania.
Publishers this spring is . a
He also spent two years iR the
collection of 20 essays written by University of Pittsburgh's school
national experts in the field of of medicine.
Health Care.
"I disassociated myself from the
"One major feature of the book school of medicine because I found
that I've stressed is that it is that I was not exactly
readable to an undergraduate overwhelmed by the profession of
population of students," Hiller medicine," Hiller recalled.
said. "We tried to avoid heavy
"I felt and I still feel that the
technical terminology. There are practice of medicine should be
no majormedicaltermsandmajor more patient-centered and
legal terms."
humanistic. There are obviously
Hiller added that the book is not exceptions, but I found that too
"simply a collection of essays" and
often, patients were treated more
explained that each of the six for the diseases they had rather
sections of the book are integrated
than themselves as total human
with his own commentary on the
beings."
subjects.
Hiller said that this disillusionThe six topics which make up
ment with the medical profession
chapters in the book include: "The
coupled with his keen interest in
.-------------------=------------- -, public health issues were his main
reasons for going into the field of
Health Administration.
"Public health impacts only the
number of patients a physician can
see at one time," Hiller noted.
Funeral services for former UNH president Arthur Stanton
A native of Pittsburgh,
.Adams will be today at 11 a.m. at St. George's Episcopal Church in
Pennsylvania, Hiller now lives in
Durham.
Durham and teaches a total of five
Adams, 84, died Tuesday morning at Concord Hospital following
courses in Health Administration
a fall last week.
per year at UNH. He lists four
Born* in Winchester, Mass., Adams served as president of the
main
reasons for coming to UNH:
University from 1948-1950 when he became president of the
"I saw an exciting program in
American Council on Education.
Health Administration and
Adams spent 11 years with the American Council on Educatio!1 as
Planning here and I was (and am)
a spokesman for the nation's. institu_ti_ons of ~\~her educat1~n,
working with a small group but
encouraging institutions to provide add1t1onal fac1ht1es and faculties
very
positively oriented group Oi
for a projected doubling of college enrollment:
. .
faculty," Hiller explained.
Adams retired in 1961 to tlie house he had built on Cedar Po10t 10
He added that his other two
Durham. He was president of the Salzburg Seminar in American
reasons
included the natural
Studies from 1961-1%5, and served as special assistant to UNH
environment in New Hampshire
President John McConnell, helping develop plans for the New
which presented a contrast to the
t.ngland Center tor Continuing E~ucat!on.
_.
. .
"pollution-haven" of Pittsburgh,
Adams was assistant dean of eng10eermg at Cornell Umlvers1ty 10
and a chance to live in a rural
1940 when the Navy recalled him to direct the V-12 Officer Training
setting.
Program during World Wa~ II.
.
.
Hiller said that the 5-year otd
He retired from the Navy 10 1945 with the rank of captam ~nd the
UNH Health Administration and
Legion of Merit for his achievements. He returned to Cornell m 1947
Planning program is "batting close
as orovost.
to I00"for getting recent graduates
Survivors include six granddaughters and several greatentry level positions in health
grandchildren.
.
administration institutions and
In lieu of flowers, memorials are suggested m the nan:e of Arthur
noted that the October• issue 0:
S. AdtlrnS Memorial fund of St. George's· Church m Durham.
Money Magazine _1f1-b~lfd ,\-lNrl,'s
~urlal will in ,Arlir;igtpn . National -Cemetery.
mt ~-~"R. page eight
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F ornier·Presidellt dies -

Susan Urban, a 21-year-old senior Business Administration major
at UNH, died early yesterday.
Urban fell from a pyramid in Egypt she was visiting while
attending Semester at Sea. She died instantly.
She was a three-year member of the swim team and was co-captain
last year when UNH finished ninth in the nation in Division II.
The 79-80 All-American swimmer specialized in sprint freestyle
events. _She was a member of the 200 yard medley relay, placing
second m the country. and a member of the 400 yard medley relav.
placing fourth in the country.
·
Urban was a native of LaGrange, Illinois·.

The weather
There will be increasing cloudiness today with a chance of flurries.
Highs will be in the low 40's.
There will be a few showers tonight then clearing with lows around
20 degrees.
Mostly sunny tomorrow with highs around 40.
Chance of snow or rain is 30 percent tonight and tomorrow.
The _extended forecast, Sunday through Tuesday shows a cpance
of flurriesjn the mourit· ins and btherwise fair weatbe.t throi.t~tiout ' '
the period .
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/E mployees complain

iSllloke and fumes permeat e the MUB
~y Ned ;Finkel
: At l :59 yesterday aternoon
;WUNH: program director R_uss
tDumont called the Durham Fire
; Departqient to report smoke in the
: Studio E Announcer Booth.
In the past two month~, the
!
· department has received between
· 20 to 30 reports of smoke and
fumes from the heating pipe
weldntg:.=irear channel 11 in the
MU B - according to Durham
firefighter Lieutenant Robert
Wood.
Lieutenant Wood suspects the
fumes are carried through the
MUB's ventilation system from
Channel l I to other rooms in the

MUB.
"We had no problem at all until
after they boarded up WENH
( Channel 11) a month and a half
ago," said MU B facilities manager
David Pancoast, "It wasn't more
than three days after they boarded
it up that our problems started."
In early October the Economy
Plumbing workmen at WENH
blocked off their work areas to
contain welding fumes. These
fumes had previously drifted into
WENH offices.
The cordoned areas reduced
fumes in the WENH offices but
also caused the fumes to spread
throu2hout the MU B.

Pancoast received five reports of
smoke smells in the MUB in the
past two months.
"Every report of oil smells have
been linked to that welding at
WENH," ·Pancoast said,
"Economy Plumbing has done just
about all they could do to alleviate
the problem."
"There has been a smell of oil
and gasoline ever since they started
work at WENH,"said administrative · secretary · of Student
Activities Pat Cleveland, "and I
don't like smelling it. We couldn't
figure out what it was and were
feeling ill from smelling it:" .
Cleveland suspects some fumes

f/

come into the office from outisde
the building. Economy Plumbing
exhausts some smoke behind the
MUB below Cleveland's office
window on the third floor.
"I think the ventilation is poor at
WUNH," said the radio station's
program director Joe Friedman.
"Sometimes I have to step out for
some clean air to breath."
WUN H program director
Dumont called the fire department
yesterday because he "didn't want
to take a chance".
" We have a lot of expensive
equipment in this office," Dumont
said. "!,,..called because I could not
be sure that the smoKe was coming
from downstai~"

Fireman Robert Wood stressed
that any smell of smoke should be
reported in the MU B even if the
call~r thinks he or she knows where
it is coming from.
"The smoke being dispersed in
the MUB is most likely the byp ro d u c t o f t h e· w e 1d i n g
downstairs," Wood said.
'"Economy Plumbing is doing
everything they can to get things
finished at Channel 11," said Wood,
"but they have to weld downstairs
to get heating in the MUB."
Weldi_ng in the MUB should be
completed by December 5,
according to Dave Plant, acting as
campus liaison with university
systems department.

Alco~ol a problem
for Durham police
By Julie Schiro
At the budget meeting for the
Durham Police Department on
November 13, Chief Paul Gowen
proposed that two patrolmen be
added to the J6rce to deal with a
"doubled or tripled work load"
and "an increasing problem with
alcohol in to.wn."
"There are a lot of cases of
intoxification especially on
weekends that have to be dealt
with ," Gowen said . "We need three
men on every night and at least one
more on weekends," he said and
added , "We have only added one
man in the past seven years."
Durham now has over I0
drinking estab-lishments with a
total seating capacity of 2,908
people. "A major problem is
caused by about 500 people on the
streets downtown from 12:30 when
the bars close until about 2 a.m.,"
Gowen said .
"Violence caused by alcohol has
increased," the chief said . He
mentioned a brawl involving 35-40
drunken people that occured Nov.
8 and took three officers to break

up, one of whom was injured in the
process.
Gowen claimed that, "There are
far more problems now that the
age is 20 then there were when it
.was 18." He blamed some of it on
the "uncontrolled drinking that
goes on outside of bars. People are
underage go to a friend's house and
get really drunk."
Places like fraternities,
Strafford HouseStrafford \1anor;
and houses on Y ~ung Drive attract
large crowds of underaged people
and require police surveillance
according to Gowen.
The Franklin Ballroom which
. seates 350 people was pinpointed
as a place having alcohol-related
problems and drawing people ·
from out-of-town by selectman
Lawrence O'Connell. "The
Franklin plays a certain type of
music and attracts a different
G,rowd ," he said .
Chief Gowen stated, "A great
deal of problems are caused by the
presence of University students
POLICE, page seven

Montville speaks
on Iran, Russia
The reactor I containment building at Seabrook.

(Barbie Walsh photo)

Seabrook may build ·again
By Matt Beebe
off. Increasing federal interest
rates was cited as a major cause of
Construction on the second
the lay-off. Over~ll pr?gress on
nuclear reactor at Seabrook may
the site was further mh1b1ted by the
resume as early as next month.
nine-week ironworkers strike.
Public Service Co. spokesman
By selling off 15 percent of its
the
that
explained
Norm Cullerot
shares, Public Service will increase
utility was awaiting a decision by
the Massachusetts Department of cash flow and become less
burdened by the costly
Public Utilities granting approval
'construction.
of a shares purchase.
"After the sale is approved,
"We have been mandated by the ,
Public Service will decrease its
New Hampshire Public Utilities
ownership from 50 to 35 percent."
Commission (NHPUC) not to
said Cullerot.
spend any money on Unit 2 until
we have approval," Cullerot said.
Cullerot indicated that when his
company receives approval. they
-will begin rehiring workers to stepup construction.
The $3.1 billion Seabrook
station is nearly 32 percent
~omplete. Public Service hopes to
have the first reactor on-line by
early 1983. Reactor 2. less than ten
percent complete, is not expected
to be in operation until 1985.
Public Service is in the process
of selling 15 percent of its
Controversy surrounding the
ownership in the nuclear plant.
evacuation plan for the plant could
While the sale of shares ·to
delay that timetable. Public
investor-owned utilities in
Service must have an adequate
Massachusetts has been approved,
evacuation plan approved by the
not.
have
· those to municipalities
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
for the towns in a 10-mile radius
"We hope to receive notification
around Seabrook, in order to
from NH PUC bv the end of the
receive an operating license.
month." Cullerot noted.
"We are responsible for on-site
Work on reactor-2 has been
evacuation." Cullerot said. "The
delayed since last March. when 500
construction workers were laid · Federal Emergency Management

PSC

a~aits
decision

Agency (FEMA) and the local civii
defe·nses are responsible for the
towns."
Anne Merc,!(-Abeles, president
of the Seacoast Anti-Pollution
League (SAPL), disagrees.
"They are responsible for greatly
assisting in the evacuation
planning," Merck-Abeles said.
"They haven't given local planners
any assistance and if they don't, the
local planners can't get anything
organized ."
Cullerot said Public Service
"hoped the towns will take more
initiative."
"The towns should have a plan
for natural disasters," he
continued, "as well as for say,
chemical disasters."
Merck-Abeles said a supplement to a 1975 AEC report was
sent to Public Service by the NRC
instructing the utility to "give
particular attention to assuring
proper coordination with
approporiate state agencies in the
development of emergency plans
for the Seabrook facility.''
"They haven't done this.·• she
said .
S-'.'PL has been the major
opponent in the legal battles with
Public Service Company
concerning Seabrook. They have
been instrumental in both plant
shut-downs.

By Tim Hilchey
"The more time I spend in
Washington, the more I realize we
need help," said Joseph Montville
of the U.S. State Department in his
address to the New Hampshire
Council on World Affairs
Wednesday evening in the
Berkshire Room of the New
England Center.
Montville has been the Chief of
the Near East Division of Research
and Analysis for the State
Carter
Department under the
administration smce 1976.
Montville spoke to a gathering
of 35 people concerning the State
Department's perception of U.S.
foreign policy, focusing on the
Iranian hostage .crisis, Soviet
intervention in Afghanistan, and
the influence of the super powers
on the oil producing nations of the
.
Persian Gulf region.
"We have to work towards a
sense of equity on the international
trade scene," Montville said. "We
just don't run the place like we used
to - or think we used to."
Montville explained that U.S.
foreign policy has undergone
many changes since World War II
moving away from dictating to
lesser powers toward a policy of
respect for the rights off individual
countries.
UNH Professor of History John
Voll agrees with Montville.
"The U.S. has to realize that
world order will not come about by
continued U.S. intervention.
We've got to participate and
understand the world," Voll said.
Voll reci;ived a Ph.Din History
and Middle E~stern SttJ.dies from
Harvard, has published several
papers on the modern Arabic and
Islamic world, and lived in the

Middle East for five of the last 20
years.
Montville restated much of what
has been said by the State
Department throughout the one
year plus hostage situation. He
went on to say: "After the hostages
are returned, the U.S. may
investigate the policy of giving the
Shah what he wants introduced by
the Nixon administration."
Montville said the intelligence
department' of the government was
on record as saying the Shah's
power was deteriorating and his
position in Iran was rapidly
becoming untenable.
"The Administration' had
trouble accepting this fact."
IR AN, page nine

Joseph Montville(Henri Barber photo) -
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,,Jn.do--The gentle way to defend
By Chet Patterson
In Japan "judo" means the
"gentle way."
In America, judo infers
graceful form of self-defense.

a

Don Mueller, president of the
UNH Judo Club, claims the moves
and techniques taught in Judo, "do
work out on the street." He added,
however, that the skill is directed
"more towards competition rather
than killing someone."
M.ueller says the students who
wander in to. one of the sessions
find the art of Judo strenuous. "It's
a fast-paced' workout. When you
finish, you feel good, but you know

you're tired, and you just want to
go home and relax."
Cal Potter, a second degree
black belt (there are ten degrees of
black belt), is the instructor for the
Judo Club, which IJ1eets every
Thursday from
Tuesda..,y and
7:30-9:30 in the Field House
'wrestlifilg room.
Potter also instructs at the
Portsmouth Judo Club where,
once every couple of weeks, five or
~ix black belts from around New
England meet and ~ompete. That
competition, according to
Mueller, is "amazing."

The martial art of Judo involves
grappling, joint-locks, throwing,
and some punching, along with
y~lli~g. It does not involve high
k1ckmg or board breaking.
"Judo started the belt system,"
explained Mueller. There are three
degrees of the white belt, three
degrees of brown, and ten black
belt degrees.

Y:oll~~·elf,. :·:

"Most people who come down
higher degree in Judo, a perso~
must first pass a test administered here have a good time," Mueller
by someone who already has that ......::.:sa::id::..:·:___ _ _ _ _ _----:_4"
degree. The test involves
performing a number of throws
and yelling the Japanese name for .
. that throw, plus all material from
previous tests.

Classes for the Judo Club
officially start at the beginning of
next semester, but, according to
"There are only six men who Mueller, new students are welcome
have attained tenth degree black anytime.
belt in Judo, and they're all .
Anyone interested should go to.
J~panese," Mueller noted. "There
will probably never be ,:i_n other . · the wrestling room of the Field
House wearing a· long sleeve
tenth degree (black b~ft).
In order to obtain the next sweatshirt, and sweatpants.
I

MUSO'S PRE-WIN·T ER WEEKEND
Friday, November 22, 1980

Saturday, November 23, 1980

TIIE FOURCE BAND

BLITZ GRIEG
BRUCE PINGREE

formerly the "KDB BAND"
music to dance to-all night long
8 pm in the MUB ~UB
$1

THE New Wave D.J.
8 pm in the MUB PUB
$1

A FEASTIVE WEEKEND
TO START O_F F THANKSGIVING

Give·every
NEWBORN

the
advantage
March of~Dimes

Birth Defects Foundation

Ro ornate 's a Turkey?
Find a new one in
The, Class Ads
$1

M.U.S.O.
Memorial Union Student Organization
862-1485

Room 108 / 151.

MUB ·

TO.S NOM PRESENT S

Come and talk to practitioners of:
Astrology
The Tarot
Palm Reading
Hypnotic Regression
ESP and Other Psychic Phenomena

Mon, November 24, 1980
Strafford Room MUB
10 AM - 6 PM

Students 50¢
Non-Students $1.00
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and provolone cheese). Salads,
• ~ ' atmosp~ere, and as low a price as
!'
By Julie Schiro ·
we can give," said Walker who is vegetables, appetizers, and
Ever get a craving for Fettucini
Alfredo? , Do you dream of also manager of the Jin Palace desserts will be offered with a
choice of beer or wine.
.
.
restaurant.
Tortellini on your way to Stillings
The still unnamed restaurant
The most expensive entree will
or sitting . at home with a can of
will be open for lunch from 11-12
cost $5.95. The -restaurant will
tunafish?
p.m. From 2-5 soups, salads,
!eature ~ full Italian menu with
Durham's on I y It a Ii an
desserts, and beverages will be
restaurant is due to open in 1tei:ns hke Reo Clam S_auce,
available. Dinner will be served
Spinach Tarts, and Chicken
January.
from 5-10 p.m.
Brocciaiatini (chicken with ham
The restaurant will be located
~------------------------..
under the Red Carpet Gift shop,
HAS ANYONE TRIED TO RAPE YOU?
the former home of the Down
Under.
"We had hoped to get it open
HAVE YOU BEEN RAPED?
before Thanksgiving," said Jesse
Gangwer, owner of the building.
"But now it looks like it will have
HAS SOMEONE YOU K~OW BEEN
to be January."
RAPED?
After extensive remodeling, the
result will be, "quiet and cozy with
checkered tablecloths and candles
ARE YOU CONCERNED ABOUT RAPE?
in wine bottles on the tabJes,"
according to general manager
Russel Walker.
If you answered, "YES" to any of these questions, we would like
Kevin Fitzgibbon, a UNH
your participation in a study of attitudes toward rape sponsored
graduate in Hotel Administration
by the UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE. We are
from the Whittemore School, will
interested in interviewing people in general as well as rape
be managing the restaurant.
victims. If you are willing to be interviewed or have any questions
Fitzgibbon previously worked at
about this study, please call Dr. Ellen Cahn or Dr. Michael Latta
the Hyatt Regency Hotel in
collect (603)862-2360/rom 1 to 7 p.m. Monday through Friday.
Cambridge, Massachusetts.
"We want to give the college
community something in the way
of good food, comfortable

COIIFIDEIITIALITY IS IUAIAIITEED

THE TIN PALACE
~

FOOD & DRINK

7

2 BALLARD STREET
DUR:HAM, N.H . .03824
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FRIDAY, November 21
· MEN'S HOCKEY: Pre-season game: vs. , Holy :Cross.
~nively Arena. 7 p.m. Admission: adults $2.50; students
$1.50.
FACULTY LECTURE SERIES: Business Ethics: Possible
or not? Robert Barlow, Whittemore School of Business and
Economics. Sponsored by the Speakers Bureau/ Division of
Continuing Education, New England Center. Berkshire
Room, New England Center, 8-10 p.m. Registration with the
Division of Continuing Education is requested, 862-2015.
PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE: Concert. Kevin . Moran,
Director. Granite State Room, Memorial Union, 8 p.m.
MUB PUB: Blitzkrieg Bruce, New Wave D.J. 8 p.m.
Admission: 75¢.
·
SATURDAY, November 22
PANCAKE BREAKFAST: ·At Delta Zeta (25 Madbury
Rd.). Between 9 a.m and I p.m. All are welcome. $2.00
(proceeds to benefit the deaf). Tickets available at the door.
SENIOR VOICE RECITAL: Barbara Cook. Bratton
Recital Hall, Paul Creative Arts Center, 3 p.m.
MEN'S HOCKEY: Pre-season . game. vs. Colby. Snively
Arena, 7 p.m. Admission: adults $2.50; students $1.50.
SQUARE DANCE: With the Last Chance String Band.
Sponsored by the Wildlife Society and Xi ,S igma Pi.
Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 8 p.m. Admission $2.
MUB PUB: The Fource, Dance Band. 8 p.in. Admission$).
SUNDAY, November 23
SENIOR RECITAL: qndy Garvin, Clarinet; Karen
Tassinari, flute. Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Creative Arts
.
Center, 3 p.m.
MUSO FILM SERIES: "Jungle Book." Strafford Room,
Memorial Union, 7 and 9:30 p.m. Admission $1 or MUSO
Film Pass.
SENIOR RECITAL: Thomas Levesque, piano. Bratton
Recital Hall, Paul Creative Arts Center,' 8 p.m.
MUB PUB: Rick Bean with oldies. 8 p.m. 50¢ cover charge.
MONDAY, November 24
UNIVERSITY CHILDRENS 'THEATER: Special holiday
puppet show, "The Goose of Gol~," and "Cindy-Ellen and
-the Fairy Godfather." Performed by the Su prise Package
Players, students of Instructor Cathy Anastasion. Hennessy
Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center, 4:30 p:m. Tickets 50¢.
Available only at the door . . ·
WOMEN'S ICE HOCKEY: Exhibition match. vs. Nashua
Angels. Snively Arena, 6:30 p.m . .
THE NEW OLD CiNEMA: ••Diabolique." Room 1 IO,
,,,
Murkland, 8 p.m.
MEG CHRISTIAN: A concert of women's music featuring
Meg Christian, a feminist composer and singer. Sponsored
by Women's Center. Granite State Room, Memorial Union,
8 p.m. Admission: students $4; general admission $5.
Tickets: Memorial Union Ticket Office; or, at the door.
TUESDAY, November 25
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: The Hebrew Bible.
Room 303, James Hall, 11 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
TUESDAY ART TALKS: Richard Dougherty, painter
from the Swain School of Design. Sponsored by the Dept of
the Arts. Room A218/219, PCAC, 12:30-2 p.m.
MEN'S HOCKEY: Special game. ·U.S. International,
Snively Arena, 7 p.m. Tickets: $3 general admission; $4
reserved seats.

The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is .published and distributed sem~ ·
weekly throughout the academic year. Our offices aR located in Room 151 ·
of the Memorial U~ion Buitdin~ UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business·
Office hours: Monday and Friday 10 AM-2PM, Tuesday and Thursday 12_.
2 PM, Wednesday H-2 P.M. Academic year subscription: SIJ.00. Third
class postage paid at Durham; NH 03824. Advenisers should check their
· ads the first day. The New Hampshire will in no case be responsible for
typographical or other errors, ~ut wm reprint that.pan of an advenisement
in · which, a typographical errot appears. if notified immediately.
POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New Hampshire. 151 MUB,
UNH. Durham, NHi 03824. M;OOO copies per issue printed at Courier
·Publishing Co:, Rochester N.H. ·~ · ·

11:00 AM .to MIDNIGHT
603-868-7456

Stay ,
.Awhile
With
Friends
I

STONE CHURCH

NOVEMBER SPECIALS
,;;:p\G.HETTI AND MEATBALLS
A heaping portion of spagh.e tti covered with sauce and meatballs and
topped with parmesian cheese. Comes with bread•and butter.

VEGETARIAN PIZZA ·
Fresh mushruums, green peppers, onions, and tomatoe·s on a Whole
Wheat crust makes this pizza unique.

DEEFSTEW

$2-50

s

.

Dinner 7-9 rnn.

$2J5

· Dirty Laundry
Fri. / Sat. :
Nov. 21 & 22 • Dancing Contemporary Rock

$2.50

Hoot with Peter Leavenworth
Sun :
. _ _N_o_v_._23_ _ _ _H_a_p_p_J,_'H_o_u_r_a_ll_n_i_·g_h_t_ _ _ _---,,;:·•~

J 11/S ti11ck and delicious stew is the perfect meal for a cold day. Comes

with bread and butter.
f,

Afl..Y..ET NH
9 _ 1.,311

•~"1}"\
In
~'v

· Newmarket 659-6321
Wed.-Sat 8-1 a.m.
Sun 7-12 p.m.

.!

'/

~,.
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Memorial Union, 7:30 p.m. (Leave Thursday, December
ACADEMIC
PSYCHOLOGY 591 A: Psychology of Self-Exploration
meets Tuesdays and Thursdays 8-9:30 a.m., Room 4,
New Hampshire Hall, NOT as listed in S_pr_ing Time
Room Schedule at 9:40-1 l a.m. Questions, call Gail
Daholstrom, 862-2360.
CAREER
CAREER INFORMATION SESSIONS: Staff
counselors provide information ·o n Career Planning and
Placement for students. Monday . . November 24,
Memorial Union Balcony, 1-4 p.m.
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
SIMULATIONS GAMES CLUB: Friday, November
21, "Dungeons and Dragons," fantasy role playing;
Saturday, November 22, Open Gaming. Both in
Carroll/ Belknap rooms, Memorial . Union , 6 p.m.clo~ing.
SUNDAY BRUNCH: EverySundaytheJewishStudent
Organization serves brunch from 9:30 a.m.-noon. Call
Jae Dorison, 868-1827, for location.
PROMOTE SOLAR ENERGY: Meeting, Tuesday,
November 25, Room 146-B, Memorial Union, 12:30 p.m.
Sponsored by the Solar Energy Coalition.
PRAYER/ FELLOWSHIP BREAKFAST: Open
Breakfast. A time of prayer, singing, and sharing campus
ministries. Sponsored by IVCF. Saturday, November 22, ··
Philbrook Dining Hall, 10: 15 a.m. Admission: $3.00 or
UNH meal ticket.
LARGE GROUP FELLOWSHIP MEETING:
Sponsored by IVCF. Friday, November 21, Room 218,
· McConnell hall, 7:30 p.m. Additional Activities: Daily
Prayer Meetings Monday-Wednesday,. Room 320,
Memorial Union, noon-I p.m.; Booktable, Tuesday and
Wednesday, Memorial Union Balcony, 11 a,m.-2 p.m.;
Small Group Bible Studies (Check at Booktable and
Friday meetings).
TUESDAY NIGHT LIVE!: Sponsored by Campus
, 'rusade for Christ. Every Tuesday, Room 126,
:-Iamilton-Smith, 7-8:30 p.m.
MORTAR BOARD GENERAL MEETING: To plan
for booksale. Sponsored by Mortar Board Honor
Society. Monday. December I, Grafton Room,

11. 3-6 p.m. for Chris~mas Activity.)
CHEMISTRY CLUB MEETING: Wm a free trip to
Naples! Sponsored by the Chemistry Department.
Monday, December I, lddles L-1, 8 p.m.
COMPUTER SERVICES
COMPUTER PLOTTING AND GRAPHICS: A
meeting for interested people to discuss and share their
experiences with the plotting and graphics resources
currently available at the University. Also, a short
oresentation of plans for future hardware and software.
f fj~ay: November 21_, Stoke Cluster, 2-3:30 _p.m.

COUNSELING CENTER WORKSHOPS
TEST ANXIETY WITH DAVID CROSS: One of a
series of informal workshops· sponsored by the
Counseling and Testing Center. Wednesday, December
3, Counseling and Testing Center, Schofield House. For
reservations call 862-2090.
GENERAL
COVER CONTEST: A chance to have your idea bec·ome
the 1981 Granite _cover and receive a $50 prize as winner.
For details, see Holly, Room 125, Memorial Union.
DEADLINE: December 9
RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVE MEETING: Student
meeting to plan Chri~tmas blood drive. Sponsored by the
Durham Chapter of American Red Cross. For
information call, 868-2753. Tuesday, November 25, 12
Dover Road, Durham (next to Exxon Station)., 7 p.m.
PSYCHIC FAIR: Booths on Astrology, Palmistry,
Tarot Cards, etc. Sponosred by TOSNOM. Monday,
November 24. Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 10
a.m.-6 p.m. Admission: $.50.
SUNDAY EVENING FELLOWSHIP: Movie, "The
Hang Up,"followed by a discussion. Sunday, November
23, Durham Community Church (Parlor). 5:30 p.m.
GRANliE POSITION OPENINGS: Literary Editor·
and Production Editor. Applications for salaried
positions are available at R9om 125, Memorial Union.
Deadline: November 21, 1980.
SENIOR PORTRAIT SITTINGS: Last chance thi.s
year for senior portraits in 198 I Granite. Includes 1981
December graduates. Room 125, Memorial Union.
November 18-26 9 a.m.-4 .m.

R·e d Cross worJcshop

The Safety Services Programs of the Durham Chapter of the
American Red Cross has scheduled a Workshop on Thursday,
January 15 and Friday, January 16, 198 l in New Hampshire Hall.
, Those students who need certification in First Aid and/ or CPR for ·
ski patrol and summer placement should consider this opportunity
to qualify just prior to the beginning of second semester. Aquatic
Skills and Advanced Life Saving Review will be included. Facutly
and Staff are encouraged to enroll. A~ditional information will
appear in the December issue of The New Hampshire or call
Professor Barstow, 862-1834, Caroline Wooster 868-2339 . for
specifics. Currently Certified Instructors are needed to assist in the
workshops.Thursday Schedule: 9 a.m.: Multimedia First Aid Basic
Life Support (CPR), Advanced First Aid and Emergency -Care
Instructors, Aquatics. Friday Schedule: MMFA Instructor, CPR
Instructor, Advanced F.A. & EC Instr. (Cont.), Aquatics (Cont.),
P.M.: Basic First Aid Instr. 5th grade level course, Basic Aid
Training Instr. 4th grade level course. A $10 registration.fee.covers
textbooks and materials, coffee breaks.__etcc:

Holiday Compacts : Start now
and continue at any of our over
80 centers nationwide

Etlucational Center
TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS StNCE 1938

CALL FOR DETAILS
DAYS, EVENINGS AND WEEKENDS

(617) 482-7420

For Information About Other Centers In More Than 80 Major US Cities & Abroad
Outside NY State CALL TOU nEE: I00-223-1712

862-2293
"sq_meone to talk to'-~-

The NewHampshire·
The New Hampshire is-now
accepting applications for the
paid position of

Assistant Business
Manager
The position begins immediately. Applications-can be picked
up in Rms. lOR and 151 in the
ba·s ement of the· MUB.
1J.;

t

The best contact
of your life.
Foran
unforgetable fall.
1

"Feel Safe" 90 day 100% returnable fee.
Highest quality lenses, FDA approved.
Fitting instruction, lenscare kit.
One year office visits_.
No obligation in-office trial.
Complete ~yeglass and
eye examination services.
Fitting by Dr. Lewis -E. Palosky,
Optometrist.
In-office service plan available

123 Market Street, in the Historic District
Portsmouth, NH 03801 16031436-1200
Open Monday thru Saturday 10 AM .
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This course is more than just "a real dive"
By Mike Comis
fish you see close-up is smaller and co\:ering such subjects as
Visibility was poor, a cloudy six further away than you think. With equipment, first aid, use of dive
feet at best. Even at this range no white light to reflect them, tables and the general do's and
objects were distorted. Floating colors are limited to greens, blues don 'ts of diving. The open water
two feet above the floor. I headed and greys. ·
dives are scheduled for early fall
for the brown cliff as it came into
. The mask also renders the sense or late spring so that the extremes
view. A green creature with large of smell, so keen in fish, totally of winter can be avoided. Our
two pronged claws, sped off and
useless to us.Touch is deadened by ocean test took place from Nov. 7
hid between two grey rocks. My the rubber wet suit that covers the through the ninth. The water was
thoughts were clear but my whole body from head to ankle. cold but there was enough
heartbeat was faster than normal, The suit performs its function adrenalin in the system to keep
as was my consumption of oxygen .
well, keeping a warm layer of water anyone warm.
A glance at the pressure gauge told against the skin. Once the
The course is famous for being
me I had 1000 pounds of air mouthpiece is in place tastes are difficult to get' into. Admittance is
remaining or enough for about limited to salt and rubber. Even the dependent on passing a simple
fifteen minutes . . My "~udc:!_y" sense:;, of balance and of swim test consisting of treading
tapped me on the shoulder I turned gravity are noticeable. The water water, floating, a fifteen foot
around to see him grab a fish by the feels hard against your palms; fins surface dive and a 400 yard swim.
tail; it struggled for freedom ... and make movement from place to The distance swim turns into a
won.
place slow but easy. Once you stop timed race for those people trying
you remain suspended in any to add the course just like other
This is an example of what a
student can expect on their first position. It is no wonder NASA courses. Priority is based on the
SCUBA dive with UNH's Phy-. uses water tanks to simulate fastest times; being a senior also
sical Education Department; it floating in the weightless , helps.
Upon completing the course you
is another world below -the surface atmosphere of space.
Diving brings out the explorer's are a certified diver which allows
and a very pleasant one at that. All
the senses take on a dampened curiosity in everybody. SCUBA you to purchase compressed air.
quality, which is relaxing once you has become quite popular in recent and feel justifiably more confident
get accustomed to it. Although years. and is offered by the than the non-certified diver.
sound travels four times faster in Physical Education department Although after the class is over you
the denser liquid medium, there both in the fall and spring. The will not be asked to join Jaques
are fewer things that produce program is run by Al Waterfeild, a Cousteau on his next excursion to
sound. You hear the rhythm of professional for twenty-two years, research the sex life of the sea
Visibility, of course is dependent and his cohort Mark Hibbard. The walrus. the course is a worthwhile
classroom and swimming pool introduction to the world beneath
on the clarity of the water.
Regardless, all objects appear instruction is very thorough; the surface.
larger and closer than they are, due
to the air space in the face mask
that bends the light's path. This
means that the first monsterous
your own breathing and the
occa:iional shifting of rocks but
because of the tight fitting hood
these sounds are muffled and
distant. Communication is limited
to simple, yet _ effective hand
signals.

Mike Comis emerges.

.RUN WI1FI 1FIE TIBERI
IN NEW HAMPSHIRE

Police
continued from page three
that the tow~ foots the bill for." He
claimed that he received no help
from the University Police because
they are busy in the dorms. '
"The college community attracts
lots of people from ot_her areas.
There are a lot of attractive women
here." Gowen said.
"Since the State controls liquor
policies and is even considering to ·
let bars stay open longer, the only
solut-ion to the problem b to add
more men to the force," Gowen
said.
One problem with law
enforcement in Durham is that the
nearest "lock-up" is in Dover."lt
takes two officers to take people to
Dover so we try to preserve the
peace," Gowen remarked.
"The police force is trying to
respond to these problems and
sometimes this results in a neglect
of other areas," Gowen said. He
provided the selectmen with
statistics showing the increase in
all areas of police work.
The chief entered h~s .tinaJ _pie~
"ror adiitional men s~ying,' ''.I wa,rit
to increase the solve and conviction rate."

PANCAKE
BREAKFAST
at
DELTA ZETA
25 Madbury Rd.
SAT. NOV. 22
9 a.m.-1 p.m.
2 - tickets available at
door
All are welcome!!
Proceeds to benefit
the Deaf

... and get your career an the move.
There's a smart, young company that's got the kind of career possibilities you're looking for.
It's Integral Data Systems. We are a leading computer peripherals manufacturer. We're just 3 years
old. But we've shot to dver 10 million in sales last yea;r - at a growth rate of over 200%.
One of the reasons is our "Paper Tiger" technology, computer printer market.

which has captured an astonishing share of the high

Another reason is that we know how to use what we've got. We created a work environment that helps
you do your best - aggressive, expansive, innovative, full of energy - to give you all the responsibility ~~u ~eserve ~lus. t~e chance to see your contributions utilized. We designed our new corporate
facihtr m beautiful Milford, New Hampshire ... an hour from Boston, close to skiing and a wealth of
other recreational activities ... complete with athletic facilities and the modern atmosphere that keeps
Y?U sharp. We've gathered some of the most results-oriented, talented professionals into our team, and
given them plenty of room for creative interaction to do things that have never been done. We're on the
kind of growth pattern that could make us one of the great success stories of the decade - with
your help.

If you have _a degree in Co~puter Science, Elec.t rical Engineering or Mechanical Engineering, we
w~nt total~ with you. Don t miss the chance to get m on the excitement that our Tiger represents. Run
with the Tiger. And get your career on the move!
~
1

For a personal look at what INTEGRAL DATA SYSTEMS has to offer you, see our Representative
on Campus December 8, 1980. Contact your placement office f(?r details.

Integral Data Systems, Inc.
An Equal Opportunity Employer M!F
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Hiller
continued from page two
program as one of the two best in
the country.
·

He pinpointed the program's
greatest streng_th in its new exc~l
program in which students work m
a "field practicum" for 10 weeks at
a hospital or other health
institution.

first inter-disciplinary work of its
kind that deals with critical
medical ethics questions and said a
major strength is its broad range of
subjects.

"Its amazing the tremendous
growth in students that appears in
the IO week period," Hiller said.
Hiller said that his book is the

Assistant Professor of Health
Adminisfration and Pianning
Michael J. O'Sullivan, who
contributed and essay to the book
commented "the department here

TRAIL II .
Designed
for rugged
adventure skiing
.~ expedition use in
tf)ll high mountains.
Tms durable ski utilizes
a·high-performance 'laid-up·
construction which provides
downhill skiing control even when
sweeping down 35° headwa!ls with il
50 lb . oack . Proven on Ned GiUette 's
Southern Cross Expedition in the New ·
Zealand Alps. this Is fast becoming the
most sought-after 3-pin downhill s~1 .
Surprisingly enough . the TRAIL II 1s also
being bought by the general touring folks .who are
looking for stability , flurab11tty . and steel edge
control. The TRAIL II feat~res an okume core .
rubber tip and tail and phenolic sidewalls .

Durham·
Bike

19 Jenkins Court.
Durham
868-5634

has gotten a considerable amount
of praise for its innovations in
health care and ed·ucation
programs. I think this book will
help oo demonstrate the welJroundednesS- of the faculty in the
department."
"One which has been possibly the
most challenging endeavor of my
career."

Richard J. Kaufman, assistant
professor of Social Service at
UNH, also contributed an essay to
the book and BasilJ.F. Mott~ dean
of the School of Health Studies at
UNH wrot~ the preface to the
book.
. "It
(compiling t~e book) has
1
been an absolutely amazing
experience for me," .Hiller said.

WE BELIEVE

IN HAPPY ENDINGS

29 Main ·Street
Hours
Mon-Sat 9-5:30
Thur. & Fri. Till 7

Durham
Phone

Open Mon-Fri 9-5, Thur 9-6, Sat 9.,3

868-7051

1st N.H. MEDICAL SYMPOSIUM ON THE
· HEALTH HAZARDS OF MARIJUANA

Room 108
SUNDAY IS THE NIGHT!
It's the finals of the 2nd Annual

Special Featured Guests:
GABRIEL NAHAS, M.D., Ph.D.: Professor and director of
reasearcb at Columbia University College of Physicians and
surgeons
TOPIC: PARMACOLOGY AND CELLULAR EFFECTS OF
MARIJUANA
INGRID L. LANTHER, M.D.: Practicing pediatrician in
Willoughby, Ohio
.
TOPIC: A PEDIATRiCIAN LOOKS AT POT
C.W. DEMPESY, Ph.D: Visiting professor of physics at the
Dept. of Psychiatry and Neurology, Tulane .University.

Rick Bean MUB PUB,
Oldies Dance Contest.

MUB
Pr~-paid .
$1

-~~t~~.
Sunday, November 23, 1980 ·
8 p.m. in 'the PUB
$100 first prize

TOPIC: MARIJUANA AND TH;E BRAIN

DANCE, LA UGH,
ENJOY

PEGGY MANN: Nationally recognized journalist

· November 23, 1980
Granite State Rm., MUB ·
1:00 - 3:00

And cheer your favorite couple
on to victory.

NO CHARGE
Open to Students, Faculty, and
the general public

~ SOMETHIN'S

muso Fllffl SERIES

COOKIN'

PRESENTS:

OPEN••
·~

,-. .· .~
--.

.~,,j
,,, . .'--..._
/'~ \ \ \

His name is
Mowgli
/
andhewas
raised by ..-"'llllr-..,.
wolves.

Mon.-Fri.: 6:30-2:00 p.m.

~

Sat.-Sun.: 7:30-noon

\

, II

28 Third St.
Dover, N.H .
... (Next to the Strand)

me

-·Medical
,S~bo~J

TECHNICOLOR it
~ 1Q78

Peace Corps and VISTA Volunteers
Wed & Thurs, D:.~c 3 & 4 , infonna tion booth
~,1errorial Union 10 .AJ".1 to 5 PM. Interviews
in Senate Roor.1. Free, .film 7:39 , PM, We'd
Hillsoorough-Sullivari ' Roorn.
.

wait Disney Proch..:ctions

Sunday November ·2 3, 1980
7 p.m. & 9:30 p.m.
Str~fford Room
$1
Seasons Pass -

or

Four-vear fullv recognized and
cstab!(-;hed M~xi'can Medical School·.
with seve ral hundred American
students enrolled. Use Englis1'
textbooks. with First Semester exams
in English. School combines 9u,ilit\
education. small classes. expe rienced
teachers. modern facilities .
.:-

Universidad Del Noreste
120 East 41 St. . NY. i\Y 1001 7
(212) 594-6589 .
or 232-3784
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Iran
continued from page three
Montville said, and as a result the
U.S. failed to take the necessary
precautionary measures to insure
the safety of the diplomatic corp.
The hostage crisis has been
further complicated by the lraqi1ra·nian War.
"Iraq wants Iran to respect their
right to rule themselves. The war is
an attempt to modify Iranian
behavior," Montville said.
Montville po'inted to a basic lack
of understanding of the concerns
of the Arabic countries by previous
administrations as the root to many
current problems the U.S. faces in
that region.
"As we look at the Soviet threat
in the Middle East there will be a
tendency not to think too much
about the local situation,"
Montville said "The U.S. could
loose the support ·of the Middle
East entirely if the U.S. presses for
supremacy in the Gulf without
regard for priorities of the local
people."
"All the Arabs I've known,"Voll
said "say the continued occupation
of Arab territory by Israel is more
important to the region than
Soviet intervention."
Montville said it is possible the
Arabs could develop the attitude of
"Well'let the Russians walk in and
the hell with you if the U.S . presses
its opinions too hard."
The Russians are the Rodney ·
Dangerfield of the Middle East. ·
They don't get no respect,"
Montville said. "There is no sense
of the U.S.S.R. being the cultural
wave of the future."
"I don't think they (the
U .S.S. R.) had any plans to
threuten the U.S. in the Middle
East," Montville said of the Soviet
move into the Afghanistan early in
December of last year.
Montville said the Soviets began
their involvement in Afghanistan
under the old monarchy. Until the
fall of the monarchy, the U.S. was
in competition with the Soviets for
influence in that government,
providing arms at an equal pace
with the Soviets.
The U.S. pulled out of
Afghanistan after the monarchy
was replaced -by the first of a
succession of Soviet-influenced
communist regimes.
"They were there in a big way
and chose to protect their interest
there," Montville said. ·
According to Professor Voll, the
U.S. had already admitted
Afghanistan was under Soviet
control before Soviet troops ever
entered that country.
"The U.S. does not have a stated
policy on the causes of Soviet
intervention," Voll said, "but it is
clear that the Soviet would like to
have a predominant position in the
region."
Vofl added that American
response to Soviet military
presence in Afghanistan "was not
statement alone."
Voll said the grain embargo
mandated by Carter has had an
important effect on the Soviet
economy.
Although "not overtly military,"
Voll termed it "appropriate and
realistic."
Responding to a question from
Voll, Montville admitted:
"It seems to be easy to move into
Iran and the rest of the Persian
Gulf from Afghanistan. "
Montville said he felt the Soviets
would respect American
statements that Soviet expansion
in the Persian Gulf would be met.
"with whatever force necessary" te,
protect "'y,/ estern oil interests.
Montville described the recent
Reagan landslide victory over
Carter "an expression of
frustration" on the part of the
American people.
He cited a lagging economy as a
major factor in Reagan's election,
but said that the "compartmented
foreign policy" of the Carter
administration was also a

Reagan has made strong
statements throughout the
campaign, his electi?n do~s. not
promise an immediate m1htary
involvement in the Middle East
and the rest of the world .
"Dominating the world , "
Montville said, "is expensive."

contrbuting factor.
· This comparmentalis m lead
Carter to an unfocused foreign
policy and the voters demonstrated their opinion by overwhelmingly rejecting a second term of
Carter's leadership.
Montville said that although
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Editorial
Stude nts can contin ue the dean search
I

i

I

The search has narrowed.
Beginning November 23, students, faculty
members and administrators will have their
chance to meet with the finalists for two of the
vacant top five University administrative posts.
'This process will allow the entire campus to
understand the strengths and weaknesses of
each candidate," said Liberal Arts Dean Search
·
Committee Chairman Dr. Arthur C. Borror.
It will give us a chance to hear the candidates'
views of UNH's academic programs, their own
qualifications and especially determine their
level of rapport with the average New
Hampshire student and faculty member.
The pmpose of having the five finalists for the
deans of the College of Liberal Arts and the

Whittemore School of Business and J$conomics
(WSBE) all visit the campus betweeninext week
and Christmas vacation is to give the -pniversity
community a chance to meet them. ! ·
But a chance like this is meaninglds if only a
few memb~rs of the University take the hour or
\
two to meet the semi-finalists.
The cuniculum vitae of each of the c~ndidates
is also available at the Dimond Library's reserve
desk. Additional information such as\ this will
give the interested student or facult)1 member
something on which to base question~.
The Liberal Arts candidates will be tr$.veling to
UNH from as far away as California and Ohio and
\
as nearby as HarvardJ
WSBE candidates '. include a doct\Or from
'

I

YOU'RE LATE

0

0
• •

Nebraska and the Interim Dean Dwight Ladd.
Search committee members have set up these
times because they want to give the University
members some input--they want your
impressions.
And students will have their first chance to
meet one of the five candidates for the position of
Liberal Arts Dean this Sunday through Tuesdav.
C. Bany Chabot will be meeting with. those
interested on Monday from 10:30- a.m. in the
Dimond Library's Forum Room and this
Tuesday from 2 to 3:30 p.m. in the Philip Hale
Room of the Paul Creative Arts Center.
Students don't need an invitation or a ticket to
get it--just a desire to have some input in the
selection of their own deans.

0

0

AGAIN!!

0

i

:Letteits
..
I
occur. The certainty of overpowering a
female surely must be a major factor in
a rapist's d:::cision to actually rape a
wornarr. This whole idea is cheap ·rnd
repulsive. Why must you satanical
subhumans do this? No, don't even try
to explain, because there is no reasor. iii
To the Editor:
·
this world good enough.
I'm ashamed to have found out
How can you torture an innocent girl
recently about the high number of
that is alive and feeling by forcing your
rapes that occur at UNH. I am
twistetl frenzy upon her?
ashamed because I am a member of the
You (nor I) can ever feel or hope
sex that incurs these horrifying acts.
I
sense of helplessOne need only talk with women one , to understand the
that they experience or the sha,· .·
ness
time to sec the kind of fear and anger
they often feel afterwards. Even if no
that ov< rcomes them, to know thai this
one el~e finds out. they themselves
is something that demands attention.
kn~w. 'ifhe misery and grief that besets
What right do males possess to violate
the1m is ;sorrowful beyond all
somethirig as beautiful as a woman?
The simple fact that most males are ·companson.
I wish verv badly that I could in some
physicall: stronger is unfortunate; for
both people from
if it were not so. far fewer rapes wpuld .way stop al(this. stop

Rape

being hurt--to help a pot~ntial rapist
understand his problem. and to be able
to banish the frightening memories of
rape from a woman's mind.
Please don't deprive a woman of
something so sacred and special. Talk
to her. scream at her. but don't hurt
her: she may be nil-e and
understanding-- don't ruin everything.
David K. Orlando
·
Dover

Tc;, the Editor:
:1n response to your lead story on
Fiiday, Nov. 14, 1980, "No Rapes
R~ported at UNH". we feel that your
ar,ticle was slanted and misleading.
Therefore, we would like to make
amends. First of all. the headline
iT?p)ies that there aren't any problems

of this nature on campus. From our
experiences with female friends and
acquaintances, we know that there are
many more problems than are
admitted to. Women have been
verbally and physically harassed and
assualted by the male administration,
faculty and fellow students.
From our o-wn personal experiences,
we have both been sexually assaulted
within the last year on campus. which is
a terrifying and demeaning ordeal. We
feel that no woman should have to 'put
up with anything of this sort, including
verbal abuse, which can be just as
demeaning. Everyone, both men and
women need to be aware of the many
problems women face on campus. It
goes on everyday, in all corners of the
University.
Women need to know that we don't

have to contend with any form of
verbal or physical harassment.
including insinuating or demeaning
comments, ass or breast grabbing, or
any harsher form of harassment. Why
should we live in fear'! Where ts our
choice?
If either of us had known about the
available grievance procedure and / or
the support for women through either
the Counciling Center or the Women';
Center, we would have taken action
against the offender. Unfortunately, at
the time, both of us were scared of the
consequences of carrying through
punishing our offenders, and neither of
us felt anything would be done about it
anyway.
It is important to know that these
problems exist and that the offender
will be heavily punished . If anything
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some experience and insight into
like this ever happens to any woman on
other nations, that Americans such as
M USO, the one hour and twenty
that at every home game and two away
positions which we hope tb obtai.n
campus, she should be sure that the · garnes. from our seats high up over the
yourself, Mr. Hoag, · are willing to
minute wait before showtime (9:20),
offender will be punished heavily, and
ignore to preserve "our way of life."
must be tressed. Think what this wait . upon leaving UNH. Very simply, it is a
end zone, the UNH marching band
learning experience. As we learn, we
that the woman will not be victimized
Going back before the Vietnam war,
can do to a performer warmed up and
cheered for the football team louder
will make mistakes.
twice.
perhaps Mr. Hoag can explain our
prepared to begin at 8 pm. Under the
than all the rest of the fans. He didn't
It is relatively safe to say that there is
For support and action. the woman
imperialistic approaches and
pressure of that wait, Trent's nerves
bother to report that we played for the
no student on this campus who has
should contact the Dean ·of Students Homecoming bonfire .
attempted domination of Third World
and patience must have been taxed. It is
escaped making a mistake of some sort.
located in Huddlest()n on the second
nations. Perhaps he will explain our
understandable that the length .of his
But then, marching bands aren't
We realize however, that when a
floor. There is nothing to lose and
unsuccessful attempts to conquer
show was cut by a half hour.
really a part of his general knowledge
mistake or conflict arises during the
everything to gain by carrying out our
Canada and Mexico during the 1800's.
Speaking as a former student of
so he needn't write about such
course of production, this may
grievances.
Still too recent?
mime, I would like to ask Ms. Billings
unknown areas, right?
inconvenience the public. Weare sorry,
Two Concerned Women
Wen, Mr. Hoag, please be so good as
if she has• any idea of the incrydible
If Bill Nader and the rest of the UNH
but we ask that you bear with us, and
to explain our admirable policy of
energy put out in a "short"skit. In fact I
student body would like to see their
help us in any way you can. From these
"Manifest Destiny" and our attempts
have seen Trent in performance many
u ·niversity band equal that of .U Mass,
mistakes, and from constructive
to eradicate the American Indian. Tell
times, and although his show is u~ually
they are invited to support it by joining,
criticism, we at M-USO can learn.
me of the Indian's rights, Mr. Hoag.
longer, the, skits are never longe'1 than
or at least acknowledging its existence.
lsn 't that what all of us, the students
The opinion cited in the cartoon is
I
they were Monday night.
Julie Stumph
at the University of New Hampshire,
mine and mine alone; Mr. Hoag.
To the Editor:
Ms. Billings also claimed the !skits
Member of the 1980 UNH Wildcat
are here to do--learn?
Therefore, I'm not in any way obligated
were "superficial." Just howdeep\does
I should like to call to mind a certain
Marching Band
The Members of MUSO
to prove that it reflects the views of the
she suppose pantomime is intended to
statement made by Bill Nader in his
students here at U.N.H. Still, I believe
"U Mass game summary" column of the
be? Its purpose is not to makei the
if you would take the time to remove
16th.
audience depart pondering \ the
your red, white and blue tinted glasses
philosophical complexities of I life.
I shall quote Mr. Nader. " ... The only
for just a moment, I'm certain you'll
Rather, mihie strives to provide an
transition to take place ... was when the
notice similar sentiments throughout
Minutemen marching band mercifully
enlightene:d, uplifting form \ ~f
campus. No one wants to die protecting
replaced UNH's." Being a member of
entertainment through illusion. Trent
1
the profits of the oil companies.
To the Editor:
achieved this purpose. He mana~ed.
the Wildcat band , I feel fully qualified To the Editor:
for an hour, , to lift those of us bo ed
to e1uc1date this callous remark.
I have a feeling that I may not ·be the
I would like to take this opportunity
Thank you for your time,
down by exams and papers into a un,
We, the band, are a hard-working,
first to complain about Tuesday's
to respond to a number of accusations
Brian O'Connor
laughter-fil'Je<;t world above and
enthusiastic ensemble who have gained
made by Ctiristopher B. Hoag
(Nov. 18) The New liampshire, but I
I
beyond reality.
the respect of many, both far and. near.
figure I might as well do it anyway.
concerning my 11 / 7 ca~toon depicting
"Too bad,• Ms. Billings cannot give
Led by a super band director and
a student inquiring about airline tickets
I will start by pr v\iding a nice, calm
the appropriate credit to a brilli~nt
collected and unemotional statement
to Canada following the news of
dedicated staff, we do our best to
performer (.and unanimously sp),
entertain you, at the games and also at
completely unaffected by insanity,
Ronald Reagan's election.
without the digs and sarcasm of ian
other functions. (May I remind readers
I was particularly offended by Mr.
drugs, exhaustion, anger or bias. The
obviously uninformed and unapprebthat this is our function, entertaining
statement is very simple: In the inore
Haag's feeble attempt at sarcasm,
'
you and rooting for our team.)
than five vears I've been here. I have
ative reporter,!.
suggesting that I take a junior high
John Barretto
For you "ye of little faith" UNH
never seen such bad reporting in The
course in American History and thus
students, do net be taken aback solely
New Hampshire.
insinuating that I am unaware of the
by the Minutemen's size, as was so
sacrifices Americans have made to
From page to page people are treated
obviously Mr. Nader. Greater size
make the world safe for democracy.
like so much cancer. SCOPE is a
doesn't necessarily mean greater
Quite the contrary, Mr. Hoag, I am all
money losing machine: Marie Demers
quality; I will not bore you with
is a sickly cute lunch lady; MUSO is
too aware of how often the young men
examples from all around us. I trust
of this country have been used, literally
contantly disorganized and cluttered.
you have all heard the phrase, "good
sacrificed, to further the vested
And wait! That's not all. Trent
things come in small pac;kages,"
interests of greedy government
Arterberry does sexist and superficial
To the Editor:
which holds true in our case. In all
mime. J.R. is a fad out of control. Nora
offficials and corporate heads.
Over the course of these pa st few
truthfulness, I humbly believe that our
It is distressing to hear a student
~fron speaks many myths as well as
weeks, the Memorial U rnon Students
sJ,.attering them, and the marching
band reigns superior..
regurgitating the same patriotic
Organization has come under written
In my opinion, the only "merciful"
garbage th!!t. our trusted leaders have
band ... oh my goodness ... they
attack from many directions, including
thing to do would be to bind and gag
used for years to lure unsuspecting
obviously are the fulfillment of the
students, performers, and press. Until
Mr. Nader in future,.
young men into the glories of war,
• prophecy of the Scarlet Woman in the
this point, we at MUSO have elected to
A UN H · Wildcat marching band
rallyin 6 them behind such heroic
Apocalypse. (And all this time I was
remain silent _and allow the public to
member and damned proud of it!
slogans as "America, Love It or Leave
~ondering.)
express their own opinions. The time
It" and For God and Country" while
~ Mercy! Not even the rest of the
has come however, for MUSO to make
hiding from them the grim reality that
'litudent body escapes . "Students
a statement.
war is.
- should select studies on the basis of
To the Editor:
We do not intend to ut\Jize t.h.is
, Of course, Mr. Hoag, you won't find
Being a member of the marching 1 interest, not just pick the courses which
newspaper space as a lorum to reb1in
such truths on the pages of American
band, I was extremely disturbed at the · are convenient after mapping out the
and deny all accusations made against
History text books that are distributed
social calendar." Gosh. Us students are
comment made in the article on
us. Although the many criticism~
to our public schools, since our proud
such dummies.
November 18, concerning the football
directed our way are unjust. we do not
government, which furnishes such
Oh yes ... there was this beauty: "(Not
game against U Mass. It was as follows:
feel that an analysis and explanation of
books, are very hesitant to admit that
wanting to take) a late night
" ... the Minutemen marching band
each complaint is necessary. The only
they could ever do any wrong.
class .. . because you a:re afraid to walk
mercifully replaced UN H's." I
purpose that would serve would be to
I suggest All Quiet on the Western
around campus after hearing about all
I would' like to first say that everyone
create a continuous written warfare
Front by Eric Ramarque or even
of the rape rumors (cramps the
is entitled to his/ her own opinion, as
between the public and our
better, JohnnJ: Got His Gun by Dalton
students' flexibility)", says the editorial
long as it is backed up with · factual
organization .
Trumbo, an anti-war novel that was
chastizing students for compromising
information. What was this
What we do intend to do in this space
denied publication in th~-United States
their education . This is just fine, but
thoughtless comment based · on? It
is to bring to the surface one very
because it depicted the truth of war, the
certainly was not apparent in the ' look at the cartoon above it!
important fact. We, the members of
senseless killing and destruction:
Now I'm the first to admit that we-all
article.
MUSO, are students . We are students
It never ceases to amaze me the
have off days. But in the future I wish
Does the author (Bill Nader) realize
exactly like you, no more and no less.
number of atrocities, committed by the
there would be more . care put into a
all the time, effort and hard work that is
By particir,ating in the MUSO
United States Government against
paper about other people and their
involved in being a member of the
organi?ation, we are hoping to gain
intelligence, especailly when I know or ..
marching band? Does the author know
have met many of the people involved.
what the purpose of the marching band
In the meantime, maybe after a good
is? Obviously not!
1
meal, I might be able to swallow all this
The. band 's purpose is to entertain
(if you will excuse the pun). Huh.
the crowd and support the football
Maybe 111 find an article on where to
team. I feel that both of these were well
get good food. I'll know exactly where
indeed accomplished. As a matter of
to look: under the heading "Dorm
fact, the band members were about the
contracts."
only people cheering for the team!
R. Scott White
The awthor obviously did n?t take
Dover
into consideration the size difference in
Eds. Note: There will be a critique of
schools either. (12,000 vs. 25,000) Are
University of New Hampshire
The New Hampshire Dec. 9 at 12:30
the bands expected to be equal {n size,
abilities, and accomplishments? This is 1 p.m. in the MUB's Hanover Room.
RACHEL GAGNE, Edito~-in-Chief
·1·,
an unsubstantial comparison. .
Between the paper and support from
the students, U Mass has built up a
LONNIE BRENNAN, Managing Editor
BRENDAN DuBOIS, Managing Editor
reputation towards their band, making
JACKIE MacMULLAN, News Editor
TIM HILCHEY, News Editor
them an important, well supported
BILL NADER, Sports Editor
LAURA FLYNN , News Editor
group in the school. With statements
LARRY McGRATH, Sports Editor
JOEL BROWN, Features Editor
such as this, the UNH marching band
To the Editor:
doesn't stand a chance!
NED FINKEL, Photo Editor
To Kim Billings:
BARBIE WALSH, Photo Editor
Why didn't you go see Nora Ephron
Without support from the school
DIANE GORDON, Business Manager
instead of Trent Arterberry? What was
newspaper and student support, it will
JIM SINGER, Advertising Manager
your article doing on the_ Arts ~nd
have a negative ~ffect! 1 feel we have
worked long and hard to accomplish as
Features page anyway? Or 1s tech~1cal 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · I
evaluation of the M USO product1onn
much as we have and that we deserve
.
credit which is long overdue!
crew a feature?
Maureen Sullivan
Reviews like yours make me not
Emily Garrett
Staff Reporters
A Conc~rned Member of the
Jody Levine
trust any critic's review of anything.
U:N H Marching _Band
Lorraine To;.vnes
Donna Gould
Todd Balf
Linda Marler
Surely you could see and hear t~e
Jeff Tyler
Sydney Greer
Greg Flemming
Jane Nealonaudience response to Tre~t and _his
Sue Valenza
Meg Hall
Einar Sunde
Liz Noyes
troupe? Well why was their reaction
Wescott
Jeff
Holly Hamlin
review?
your
like
nothing
Lorraine Pitts
The audieru:e loved it and you know
Reporters
Photographers
Laura Hartop
Safford
Susan
To the Editor: ,
it. Your piece was just short of garbage.
Henri Barber
Randy Blossom
Chrys Lonick
Wendy Purdy
While looking through Tuesday 's
Kim, next time get someone who
Jonathan Blake
The New Hampshire I noticed that the
Susan Paxman
Steve Damish
Craig White
wants to review art for art sake. And
U NH Wildcat ma rching band wa s
Mark Ganzer
Lisa Thisdale
next time please see and hear Nora
Annie Dean
Typists
finally mentioned. In hi s article on the
Ephron instead, and spare us your
Chris Hart
Cartoonists
Geraci
Carla
Birnie
Debbie
U Mass game, Sports Editor.. Bill
anger.
Bill Hill
Joe Kandra
Margo Hagopian
Beth Brown .
Nade r, reported that "during halftime
Charles Levesque
Nancy Hobbs
festi vities," "the Minutemen marching
Brion O'Connor
Nancy Hobbs
Laura Cooper
band mercifull y replaced U N H's. "
Jacki Horn
Craig White
Cheryl Holland
Mary Gallant
Being a member of thi s UN H
Art lllman
Advertising Associates
Lori Holmes
Nancy Hobbs
organization. I was exiremely upset bv 1
George Newton
Peggy Berg
Va lerie Lloyd
Maria Horn
Nader's subtle slap in the face to 60
Rob Ve rone st
Jacalyn Freedman .
dedicated band members.
Linda L y ons
Art lllman
Production Staff
Ye s, the 120-member UMa ss band
Billing Secretary
E vel yn Y . LaBree
Sand y MacQuarrie
performed a more ela borate show tha n
Ale c Adam s
Chickering
Sue
o
k
ukacs
L
bbie
e
D
t
Pine
bbie
e
D
we did . but they do not fa ce t he
To the Edit or:
M a ura Attridge
Meg Hall
H e idi Rockwood
Laura Mead e
problems which we face here a t UN H:
Thi s letter is in res po nse to th e
Carol y n Collins
a pat hy fr o m the stud ent bod y, fac ulty;
Editorial Assistant
~o m ew h a t un-p ro fessi on a l a nd
C a th y Turnbull
G err y Mil es
Ch rist y C ook
tru stees a nd fo otba ll team, a limited
coli'fusi ng crit ique by Kim Bill ings o n
An n e Crott y
Li sa T hi sd a le
G eo rge N e ~•to n
budget. out-da ted eq uipmen·t and
Trt nt Arterberry ·s pe rfo rm a n ce
Pam D o ll off
Manager
Circulation
t
h
g
ri
W
la
e
m
Pa
n
tterso
a
P
Chet
uniforms a nd no academic cred it for . M dnday ni ght.
Dennis Du Bois
Lori U ncl es
Copy Readers
participating stude nts. ( If you check : I would like to speak in defen<-e of
Mi ll ie Pe lletier
Ba r ry uearin
the fal l Time a nd Room. you'll notice · T rent. 'Ms. Bi ll ings claim was that his
Circulation Assistant
Ka ren Davis
Kevin Su ll ivan
Dan Keyes
that MUS I 454. which meets MTW R F
skits were "superficia l. sexist. and
Doug M orton
short. " ·
6: 10-7:00 p.m.: carries ·~o j credit~.
i'ep0tt
to
Bill :'fader d1ct not bother
Although my purpose is not to blame
l

UNHband

Critique

Reagan

MUSO

The New
Hampshire

,

on Friday
Nov. 28
or Tuesday
Dec. 2
because of the
Thanksgiving
holiday.

The NewHampshire

Trent
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Arts & ·Features
Silkwood: A one-woman
fight, a .one-woman show
Silkwood enters the empty
union hall expecting to find fellow
By Biil Nader
members. - But most of the·
workers arc uninterested in wb ~i t
Silkwood, a one-woman, one- Silkwood has to say.
act play written and performed by
After a slight delay and a couple
Jehane Dyllan, recreates the events of Newport cigarettes, she steps in
surrounding' Karen Silkwood's
front of the microphone.
mysterious death in an automobile
"Hi everybody, I'm Karen
crash, but more importantiy, is a
Silkwood. Shit, they all know who
story of how she lived.
you are by now." ,
Dyllan delivered a stirring
"Kerr_-McGee taught me you
performance grabbing her have a choice in life. You can give
working class audience of 150 from
up, like I have my whole life long, ·
the moment she entered the back
or you can fight."
door of the Strafford Room of the
We learn of Karen Silkwood,
MUB Wednesday night.
from the slides at the beginning of
Silkwood, a faithful union the play. The little girl from
member employed by Kerr-McGee
Nederland, Texas, who hung out
Cimarron Facility, is outraged at at the Dairy Queen on big nights,
the way management exposes its decides to fight.
uneducated workers to plutonium
The same girl who told the
contamination.
personnel department she didn't
The play begins with a series of mind twelve hour shifts and got
film slides showing Silkwood from straight A's in her high school
her early childhood to Silkwood, a
science classes had taken the
mother of three children.
advice of Drew Stevens, the man
who turned her on to the union
The voice of Silkwood says_her movement, and "opened those
pretty eyes."
respirator is too large for her face.
The lights went out as Silkwood
Another voice is heard blaring
through the room. "I saw her turned gn a flashlight. She is
fifteen minutes before she died. discovered colle'cting documents
She had the folder with her then. by Dick Williams, a supervisor,
but assures him that she is there on
Who stole the folder?"
"Why won't the government union business.
"Thanks for finding the light
investigate · Ka'ren Silk wood's
switch," Silkwood says as she
death'!" --The union people say Karen makes a quick exit with the
Silkwood was forced off the road . documents in a folder clenched
under her arm.
The establishment says she fell
"People will think I got this
asleep at t!1e wheel.
information sleeping around with
Final1y, the door slams and
Dyllan appears as Silkwood tram the supervisor. But they're wrong.
I just went in and took it."
behind the audience dressed in
She reveals her plan to the still
blue jeans, boots, woolen jersey,
brown corduroy coat and cowboy empty room to take her folder to a
hat, exactly as she is shown on the reporter from The New York
Times.
final slide.

Jehane
Dyll~n

"The day after this comes out,
By ,m Nader
I'm going to walk in this front gate
After the play, Jehane Dyllan
and they're going to tell me to get
invited the audience in a question .
.my ass out of here cause I'm fired."
and answer ,session. She told the
Silkwood was married once to
crowd that she used to sleep with
Bill Meadows, "the hurricane to
her grandmother, a factory worker
sweep me away from all these
who went out of her way to help
boring days in Nederland." Her
people.
other ticket out of Nederland was
"Grandma couldn't breathe,"
St. Anne's nursing school, but the
Dyllan said .. ••she used to cough up
letter of acceptance did not come
this awful stuff. Until she died of
until two days after the marriage.
brown lung disease in a most awful
She thought about going to
way."
' night school, "but she got pregnant
Dyllan was no longer playing
with Kristy."
-the role of Karen Silkwood. But
After Kristy came two more
. there is little difference between the
children. _And then Karen found
two- women.
Bill and Cathy laughing. "He had
She said 10.5 million dollars 10
-been messin' around with my best
percent of Kerr-McGee's profits
friend. Never fall in love with a boy
for one year was awarded to the
cause he's a gypsy."
Silkwood side for contaminating
Drew Stevens was no different.
Karen Siikwood. But in an
Silkwood dared herself to do what
interview while the stage was being
every man in her life had been
packed away, Dyllan said the case
doing to her all along. But she
is under appeal and probably will
could not bring herself to do it.
be until it reaches the Su~preme
Silkwood was lonely. She was
,,, Court.
·
fighting the battle against
management al.o ne in an attempt ..__w_h_e_n_l_c_a_m_e_t_o_w_o-rk___"_S_h_e_h_a_d---' Dyllan will perform in Portland,
scrubbed down with Clorox and a Maine tonight, Bangor tomorrow,
to make Kerr-McGee safer for
everyone else.
wire brush, but the plutonium was a nd Ba th on Sunday. She plays
"They'll call me a bitch who's · on her face, arms and chest. She to th e demanding sched.uie of six
couldn't cry because tears hurt her nights a week. ••1 think everyday ot
messed around with every guy, a
slowing down," she confessed,
face.
drunk who abandoned her kids. So
"The guys came in their moon "and I get up everyday and do it
what are you going to do when
they burn me?"
suits," to her home and discovered again.".
the hottest spot in the fridge was
She describes herself as a
The union-hall was still empty.
· "What's going to happen to the
the cheese she had eaten. "Who "mean lady." Though she is not
poisoned my food?"
connected with any anti-nuclear
nuclear reactors when they get
"They took everything, group, it is clear that she is driven
those faulty fuel rods? What's
going to happen to all those people
everything, everything but the by the union movement. .
documents." She had those safely
"If you see who won the election,
in my plant who got contaminated?"
tucked away with a picture of her th ey're not going to give us
children.
anything," she tells the audience.
She wondered about Jimmy, an
eighteen year old freckled faced
Finally, Silkwood sees union "The union is you."
kid who could drink from Friday
members entering the hall. Karen
The Kerr-McGee factory has
night to Sunday but didn't have did not see the message on the been closed down since Silkwood's
time for union meetings.
bulletin board that said they would death. Those workers hate Karen
be an hour late for the meeting.
Silk wooer on the whole," Dyllan
As for Karen Silkwood, it was
"The time wasn't wasted . . I says to the pro-labor crowd,
too late. "Monday, I was hot.
rehearsed my speech.,,
"because they feel she closed that
Tllf'<;day. I was contaminated
plant down."

~-Elie Wiesel on.Evil and Ethics
By Martha J. Thomas
Elie Wiesel is a small, nervouslooking man. Before addressing
the audience at Phillips Exeter
Academy Tuesday night, he sat on
the stage in the assembly hall
clasping and unclasping his hands
and frequently a wisp of hair back
into place.
Wiesel, 52-year old author of
novels and novellas including
Dawn, Night, and Beggar in
Jerusalem, is a native of
Transylvania, a resident of ·New
York City, and a survivor of
Aushwitz.
Wiesel's writing - and his talk at
PEA - centers around his
experiences during the Holocaust.
Wiesel told his large audience of
primarily students that he felt a
responsibility to speak to them
because they are given a world that
they didn't create. "I am here
because I owe you something," he
said.
That debt, Wiesel believes, is to
teach the relationship between
ethics and knowledge. One
without the other, he said, "is evil."
Ethics unmask what is evil.
Wiesel said, and evil, though
always related to a human being, is
"against the human condition. It
pushes a person toward death,
toward nothingness."
"But evil is never a person," he
added. "Don't ask who is evil, ask
what is evil." He said that people
blame Satan for evil only as an
excuse.

Wiesel spoke slowly and
carefully, with a heavy Hungarian
accent. "What's worse than evil is
indifference to evil. And worse
than indifference is the idea that
evil is good. Hypocrisy is the
biggest problem in our society."
To illustrate this, Wiesel told of
"an old Hassidic question" dealing
with the evil spirit: Why is the spirit
consid.ered evil when all he is doing
is his duty - trying to lead others
into evil with him?
"And every ancien't Hassidic
question is accompa11ied by an
ancient Hassidic answer," he
continued. "The answer is quite
simple really - the evil spirit claims
to lead people to good. The evil
spirit lies."
"I wouldn't mind so much if a
dictator came out and said •1 am
for evil'," Wiesel said.
Wiesel says he was especially
hurt to find that most of the killers
in the Nazis' special extermination
squads had college degrei::s. "Hitler
was a~ imbecilf, but those carrying
out his orders were doctors of
philosophy, of literature, of
medicine. I couldn't believe that
someone who had learned the
beauty of a cadence, the depth of a
Rembrandt, could kill a child·."
Wiesel feels that ethics are the
opposite of abstraction, that the
closer one is involved with the
human outcome of an event, the
closer you are to ethics. ·
"YOU can talk at great height .
about knowledge and evil," he
said. "But when something has a
human face, that is ethics. When

it's a child that is dying, that's
ethics. It's part of you and it's your
responsibility."
Wiesel said that all of the evils
today are linked to those a decade
ago. "It takes a generation to feel
that creation was damaged." He
believes that the situations in
Cambodia and Uganda are the
results of evils committed in World
War II.
"I am obsessed. with the nuclear
danger," he said, •• I am terrified
that some madman, some Idi
Amin, will acquire enough money
to buy a weapon, and will push our
button and destroy our planet."
Wiesel claims to be a pessimist,
but he copes by being "profoundly
and totally Jewish."
"Being Jewish is the most
universal approach to humanity
that I have. This isn't to say that a
Christian or a Buddhist or a
painter or a musician cannot attain
universality," he said. the
identification gives him the
strength and faith that enable him
to cope with suffering.
· ·
"Despair is . not the answer,
despair is the question," Wiesel _
said. " _W ith my . students, we
question despair and through our·
questions we find the pos,sibility
for hope."
"Don't avoid it (suffering) when

it comes, but don't stop with it
either. Go beyond it-" Wiesel said.
According to Wiesel, where evil
is concerned there are three
options. The first is to ignore it.
WlESEL, page 17
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New from the Boss

By Jill Arabas, WUNH
out "Academy Fight Song," even
I slipped down to Boston from their second encore. Wasn't
Tuesday night to see the Gang of "Max Ernst" enough?
Four at the Channel. The tropical
Finally, the Gang of Four took
green, fountain-filled club was the stage. The crowd immediately
truly a paradise for anyone into went wild over the Gang's
brash guitar licks and heavy, rigid characteristic streams ·of stiff
drum lines. All three bands on the guitar licks and stoic, odd-angled
bill fit the Gang's tight, political rhythms. Singer Jon King battled
image and had the club hopping the audience and society by
from start to finish .
spitting the bitter lyrics to
Opening the show around 9:00 "Damaged Goods" and "Love is
was a bassy four-piece group called Like Anthrax,., both from the
Pylon, who I'd swear were siblings Entertainment! LP. They also
of the B-52's. Understandable, played tunes from the newly
though--both· hail from Athens, released four-song EP, including
Georgia. Led by a pony-tailed "Outside the Trains Don't Run On
female vocalist, Pylon cranked out · Time."
a hearty set of tunes with strange
It was only too bad all the men
names like "Reptiles." They even up front, were of course . six-foot
came back for an encore.
five or taller. and everyone seemed
Second in line was a "special to make a point of standing in
treat" for the crowd--Mission of everyone else's way. The nasty
Burma in their final Boston gig, stage crowd made it downright
before heading out for several unpleasant--one woman called me
months ·in clubs across the a bitch for asking for my seafback,
country. Myself I won't be too and a Japanese woman parked
upset not hearing their over-loud herself right on our table, right in
screaming guitars at the Rat every mv line of vision.
two weeks. Bassist Clint Conley
·But GO4 played a marvelous set
should have done more singing, and ended with two encores past
Roger Miller less riffing and the 2:30. I truly found that GO4's
entire group, less volume. But I essence rare; after all, that's what I
give the Missions credit for leaving came for.

BruceSpringsteen (third from
right)~ the E Street Band

By John Gaffney

Songs such as "Jackson Cage, "
Guitarist Steve Van Zandt is
"The River," and "Drive All
especially prominent on this
Night" are among th e beS t
album. He receives a production
treatment of these themes
credit, along with Jon Landau and
Springsteen has done to date.
Bruce, and plays a searing lead
Adding to the album's upbeat
guitar on "Crush On You ." He also
s O u nd is the Prod ucti O n·
lends his vocal talents on "Out in
Spring st een has eS t ablished
the Streets," which turns into an
himself as the most exciting rock 'n
out-of-control vocal duel between
roll performer in recent years, and
Springsteen and Van Zandt,
the album comes close to achieving
reminicent of the do-wop sound of
the energy of these highly
the 50s. Springsteen and Van
successful shows. Much of The
Zandt sing with enough feeling and
River sounds as if it was recorded
rough edges to make you think
live, and the spontanaety evident
they learned it on a street corner.
in songs like "Out in th e Streets,"
The most amazing thing about
a nd "I'm a Rocker" make th e the album is the quantity and
album almost as exciting as a
quality of the material. Not since
Bruce Springsteen concert.
Dylan's Blonde On Blonde has a
Much Qf th e credit for The
single songwriter assembled so
River's success must go to the E much 'first rate material on an
st reet Ba nd · They are probably the album. All four sides of The River
tightest performing unit in rock.
rock without a hitch, and when it is
They rhy th m section of drummer over you are left yearning for
Max Weinberg :-Ttd bassist Gary more.
Tallent, give many of the cuts a
This album is the culmination of .
th u nd ering pulse which you can
Bruce Springsteen's talents. He
feel in your bones. Saxman depicts the loneliness and
Clarence Clemons adds a· warm
frustrations of everyday life
touch on ballads such as without weighing the album down
"Independence Day,,, and rips with them. The rockers move with
apart the rockers with blistering an intensity and urgency
solos reminicent of King Curtis.
unequalled in today's music, and
Danny Federici's organ sails the ballads are impassioned, yet
th rough rockers like "Ram rod ," sincere.
The E Street Shujj1e.
while Roy Bittan 's piano keeps the
If you were with Bruce for Born
This is not to say that depressin11 tempo bouncing along, or slow·s it
To Run, and followed him into
themes are not dealt with on Tht to a lonely trickle as on "Point theDarknessontheEd geofTown,
River. Loneliness, frustration, and Blank."
let him take you to the river. You
l_ost love ar~ dealt wit~ powerfully.
won't be disappointed .
______________

With

The

River,

Bruce
Springsteen's latest album, the
Boss has come out from the
darkness to turn out what may be
the finest album of 1980.
Like many people I was first
exposed to Bruce Springsteen with
the Born To Run album. It was,
and still is, an incredibly powerful
album; full of broken dreams, fast
·
d t
t
cars, pre t ty gir 1s, an
s ree
fantasy.
On Darkness On the Edge of
Town, Springsteen's fantasy
turned to a nightmare. The streets
were dark, the pretty girls gone, the
dreams forever shattered, and
Joneliness the prominent theme
Many critics called Darkness a
depressing album; from side one it
is evident that The River will not
be. It opens with th~ jangling,
Byrd-like chords of "The Ties That
Bind," and rolls into the jubilant
frat-rock of "Sherry Darling.,,
Gone are the long, desperate, vocal
·
·
screams, an d apoca Iyptic 1yncs
which added to the pathos of
Springsteen's last two albums.
Throughout all four ~es The
Riverisenhancedbya happytone
which has not been prominent on a
Springsteen album since his 1973
effort The Wild, The Innocent, and

Hoot
Nite Exchang e

By Paula Tracy

Live Oak. a Spanish Music trio
billed by M USO played in front of
sixteen people in the Strafford
Room of the MU B Tusday nignt.
Despite the lack of attendance,
possi_bly" due to inclement weather,
the group played cheerfully and
melodiously with their nontraditional instruments and well
By John Grady
tuned voices.
The trio, who played 15th
A folk music milestone was
century music of the Spanish
hosted by The Idler. on Mt.
heritage was comprised of one
Auburn St. in Harvard Square, on
woman, Nancy Knowles,
Monday. Several of New soprano, and
two men, John
Hampshire's best folk musicians
Fleagle and Frank Wallace. tenor
appeared in a unique "Hoot Nite and bass respectively.
......;;__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _---1 Exchange" with The Press Room
Each played
at least three exotic instruments all
"f
s·d
Pub
of
Portsmouth•
NH.
Local
th
t
d
k
starting each time with the Duke
on e s age an as ed 1 1 was
.
which were hand made by the
Robillard Band. (Duke is formerly
around. "Sid who?" he replied. We Cambridge musicians reciprocated group.
with Roomful of Blues and
went to the front door and asked by journeying to Portsmouth for
_Wood w i n·d and string
appeared on their fii:st two
one of the managers wh~re Sid the Tuesday Hoot Nite at the Press instruments were used as well as
albums).
was. He said to try the backstage Room.
various percussion instruments
A h ·
BB
door and pointed it out to us, and
Excitement was running high at like bells, moracas, and drums.
t t e time · · was appearing;
·
the
Idler
for
acoust1·c
mus1·c
fans
th C t s
·
d
said to ask for Richard Zimmer.
Woodwind instruments were
e en er tage ha d JUS!
opene ·
z·1mmer was a young man, in his and performers from both s1·des of·
A s you en t er a 50 -f 00 t- b ar faces
similar to flutes, and a high pitched
th1·s
1·nterstate
mus1·cal
barter.
"
b
"
b
f
late
20's.
He
told
us
that Sid was in
basson. String instruments
you, sort o f an ante- ar e ore
you enter the main showroom that" Los Angeles. We explained who "This was some of the best music resembled hand-he Id ha rps,
holds about 1,000. The place was
we were and that we were we've had since we started having violins. and guitars.
packed and a majority of the
guaranteed an interview with B.B. Hoots on Mondays," said owner
Names of instruments were like:
people were very well dressed in
by Sid. Zimmer promised to check Len Rothenberg.
vihuela de arco, viol, oud and
.th
BeBop's
·f
h
•
·
West
Virginia
was
WI
also
tuxedoes and furs and jewelry.
-1 es m a
vihuela de mano.
.
Despite the formal attire, everyone
good mood you'll probably get the represented by the fme group
The group started their program
interview. If not, you'll be out of Trapezoid warming up for their with music of the Jews,
Christians
luck," Zimmer said before concert at Paine Aud. , Harvard on
and the Moors. Their singing was
disappearing backstage.
Nov. 21 with the Patty Larkin all done in Spanish and
at the
A few minutes later Zimmer Band . That concert will feature
beginning. translated by one of the
reappeared with BeBop, a fairly superb hammer dulcimer playing. group.
old man with greying hair,
From New Hampshire The Last
The group went on in their
extremely bad teeth (the ones that Chance String Band .sang and program
to play music that they
remained) and very ornate jewelry. played old-timey tunes, Bill had
found in their travels of Spain.
••15 minutes, after B. B. 's first set" Morrisey presented his original
"If the Night
was all he said. We retired to the songs, Randa MacNamara Fancies. and is Dark ... ,Courtly
... of Love and
bar until it was time. ·
displayed her strong singing Nonsense ...
B.B. was onstage now, giving the ta lent s. Taylor Whiteside,
Live Oak played for one hour
crowd one of the best shows I've Driveway Wilson (a fine guitarist)
and forty minutes before the small
ever seen. He ripped through old and Cormac McCarthy all group.
"\:lassies like " Caledonia", "How performed.
Prior to their arrival at UNH.
Blue Can You Get", "Outside
"By Hook or by Crook," an :hey played at Phillips Exeter
Help", and "Sweet -Sixteen". The
innovative trio, did their mix of Academy where it is reported that
_ _ _ _ _ show also included newer songs, bluegrass, country. swing and soul. ~lev
\A.'e:c ~·c:-·-· - ·' \-· -.~•
B.B. King
with jazz or even disco influence,
Fancy guitar work and harmonies
highlighte·d their set including
was drinking it up and having a big like "Put the Hammer Down".
When the show ended, Larry "Miles and Miles of Texas"' and a
party.
We_ had to settle with standing in and I headed backstage. After rousing sing-a-long on the
Motown classic "You Really Got
the aisle to watch Duke and his most of the crowd from the first
A Hold On Me ...
band. His set was full of blistering show had left, Be Bop appeared
"Local musicians who perform
hot blu~s guitar. '"He's real good", and led us into a small dressing
B.B. said later, as we could hear room. B.B. was sitting at the center acoustic 'music (folk. bluegrass,
of the crowd backstage,
singer/ songwriter, etc.) don't have
Duke starting his second set.
a place to perform," said
As the stage cleared from Duke's appropriately enough in a
Rothenberg. "We're trying to fill
first set, we set out to find Sid, the capatain's chair. As we
that void."
person B.B. 's people in New York entered.Larry and I made a beeline
The New Hampshire / Camtold Larry we were to contact. I to B. B. to introduce ourselves. He
bridge connection is an arousing
walked up to one of the sound men
BB, page 17
start.
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By Sleepy John Palmer and Larry
Jacobs, WUNH
We knew that we would have to
stop and get batteries for the
cassette recorder. One of the worst
paranoias DJs have is running out
of power right in the middle of a
big interview.
It never gets unbearably exciting
until the day of the interview. Will
he like us? Or will we piss
.somebody off so that they ask us to
leave? Or maybe there will be a
wild orgy going on backstage.
We planned to do the interview
together. We do the Blues show on
WUNH-FM Sunday nights. Who
would be more natural to interview
than B.B. King? Ideally, we would
be alone with him and get.to have a
few drinks with B. B. as we talked.
This .Sunday on WUNH-FM,
91.3, our interview with B.B. King
is being aired on a special edition
of the Folk Show from 3-7 PM.
Also on the show will be Charles
• Sawyer, author of"Arrival of B.B.
King", who will be in the studio to
talk about his experiences with
B.B. and how he wrote the book
Also, we'll have rare recordings of
B. B:, including one session Charles
recorded this fall with B.B.
jamming in a living room on a
practice amplifier.
- ·
How we got to meet the Blues
Boy is a story in itself. We arrived
at the club, the Center Stage in
East Providence, R.I. at 7 PM. The
shows were at 7:30 and 11 :00,

Write/or
·the next
•
music.
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on Floor B of Dimond Library which contams an
array of vending machines and some tables, at
which, presumably , you eat the food from the
machines. The soda machine is infamous; only
the naive and the foolhardy dare go one-on-one
with this monster. Recently I went into this
room and, aware of the soda machine's terminal
illness, headed for the coffee machine. "NO
CUPS" read a handwritten sign sprawled across
the front of the machine. I thought of the
aggravation of putting in your quarter and
watching all that steaming coffee cascade i1_1to
the drain. What would you do? Try to snag it in
your hands? Stick out your toungue?
~ Later I found my way to the change machine
on the main floor of the library. Ostensibly
intended for Xerox users, this machine would
enable me to get my laundry done. I put George
Washington 's face up in the clearplast~c tray and
pushed him into the deep recesses of the
.machine. "Oh well," I thought as four quarters
came into view, "no new source material here."
But I did not give up my investigativ e
reporting. (Frankly, I needed dimes for the
dryer!) I inserted a quarter and was rewarded
with one dime and one nickel. I saw a chance of
having my cake and eating it too when I noticed a
sign referring frustrated seekers of change to the
main desk. I felt a little stingy begging for a dime,
but it was a thrill to getaway from the ubiquitous
"refund request" envelopes!
· I explained my problem to the man behind the
desk and asked him if he got a lot of requests for
change. He said yes, and mentioned the coke
machine on the bottom floor. When I explained
that I needed the dime for the dryer, he said
cheerily, "Just don't come crying to me when the
dryer doesn't world"
It is unfair to state that vending machines
inevitably rip you off; sometimes they err in your
favor. However, I have found that 'The Coke .
machine giveth annd the Coke machine taketh
away." . For example, last week I was the
beneficiary of a soda machine, receiving a can of
Coke and a dime in return for my 35¢. Though
this gain was negated by the ten cents I lost in
the change machine.

The no- arm ed
ban dits
By Mary Ellersick

There is a definite element of risk involved
with using a vending machine, somewhat akin to
playing the lottery and chances of winning are
equally slim in this game. Long experience
should have taught me to be philosophic al in the
face of defeat, but I feel the same rage and·
frustration every time I am robbed by one of
these no-armed bandits.
University of New Hampshire students
. depend upon coin-operat ed machines for escape
from dining hall fare, photocopies of anything
from notes to source papers, clean clothes, and ·
entertainme nt Uukeboxes or pinball machines).
In Gibbs Hall, my dormitory, one of the tw< i
washers and two of the four concessions
machines are presently out of whack.
You must remember that these machines are
individuals; each one malfunction s in a different
way. The washer accepts your 35¢ and dirty
clothes, and then fills up with water. Period. No
Spin. No Rinse. The soda machine takes your
change and ·keeps i( and youir soda to itsel£
Although the candy machine does not give up
any of its treasures, at least it does return your
change.
There is an art to operating these machines.
The coin must drop - CLICK - before a button is
pushed - WHIRRR - and the soda appears CLUNK! Danyl Thompson, who has lived in
Gibbs for four yea...""'S, can insert a coin into a
machine with a deft touch. I think he puts
reverse english on a quarter or something. He
rescues unfortunate s who are kicking and
banging on the machines in a desperate attempt
to get their money or soda.
Many UNH students have had tragic
experiences in vending machine hell - the room
•
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Skiing Doesn' t Have To Be Expens ive
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· A measure of the frustration and despair
· experienced by people who lose their money in
· vending .machines can be seen by reading the ·
envelopes requesting refunds. Many of the
people through persistence or foolishness claim
to have lost up to four times as much as a single
item in the machine costs. One rule of this game
is: quit before you get too far behind. In response
to the question on the evelope that asks
sympathetic ally, "What happened?" , there are
many examples of pithy anger: 'This machine
messes up constantly. It has eaten far too many
quarters. FIX IT PLEASE."
· .__
Recently, T & S Enterprises , which ·services
these machines, has had the effrontery to raise
its prices. Now it will cost you a nickel more to
lose your money. It makes you wonder what the
initials T.S. stand for.
I spoke to a representati ve of this business
establishme nt in Gibbs Hall, where he faced the
cheeffi;ll prospect offourvend ing macl\ines, two
of which worked. "What you've got to
remember," he counselled, "is that they're only
machines."
··
'They seem to break down a lot. You're not like
the lonely Maytag repairnian, aree you?"
"No," he sighed, "I'm really very busy."
People who lose their money in vending
machines often feel like beating on the machine.
Keep this in mind: avoid vending machines with
dents in them. They got there for a reason. An
article in Fortune magazine described this
phenomeno n in 1947: 'The gentleman whose
penny remains unrewarded by a bit of chewing
gum feels that he has the moral right to attacck
his betrayer with a hammer."
I thought the no-armed bandit was a product of
our modem society. Not so. The first recorded
mention of a vending machine was in 215 B.C.
The mathematic ian Hero described a coinactivated device that dispensed sacrificial water
in Egyptian temples in his book Pneumatika. I
imagine that the fury of a toga-clad worshipper in
the golden age of Greece would have exceeded
even that of the fellow described above. After all,
the five drachmas he lost would be worth about
seventy-five cents today!
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TICKETS $3.50 STUDENTS $2.50
AVAILABLE AT MUB TICKET OFFICE
(862-2290 FOR RESERVATIONS)
AND AT THE DOOR.

Ads
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2 FEATURES
AT 7:10
"LEFT HANDED
WOMEN"
AT 9:15
~~woYZECK"
2 GERMAN HITS

PRICES

~90¢

/

$1.80

FRI. & SAT.
AT 6:00 & 9:15
DR.ZHIVAGO

Peace Corps a·nd VISTA Volunteers
Wed & Thurs, Dec 3 & 4 1 infot:r:ation b:x:>
Mer110rial Union 10 AM to 5 PM. , Interviews
in Senate P..oom. Free · film 7: 30 PM, V!ed
Hillsrorough-Sullivan Room. ·

s ·uN.-WED.
MUSICAL
~~FAME"

Complete Eyeglass Service .
Prescriptions filled, duplicated
Frames repaired, Sunglasses
Take the UNH Kari-Van to Dover
Drug Building, · ~ Broadway, Dover
742.1477 .

SAT. & SUN. MAT.
12:45 & 3:00
~~ROLLER BOOGIE"
50¢ FAMILY 1 :00

Campus ,~_,:,~,\ ·
. Copy of Durham .,
(;

- Homa ot tha cat Paw
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AVON REPRESENTATIVE S NEEDED
(Male or Female) in Dorms. Frats and
Housing in Durham and surrounding
towns. Earn $40 on $100 sales. Phone
the Avon Manag.er-Genevieve Smith at
742-6666. 12/5

Phil, Joe, Jeff, Ned, Ti, Const, and Dan :
Get ready for Phi Mu's pledge Dance! It's
going to be wild, so bring that "Fantastic,
Incredible" Kappa Sig spirit with you!
Love, Beana, Debbie, Nancy, Deb, Cathy,
Joann, and Jan.11 / 21.
Kath, We all know how badly you want to
get out of here, but try to hold on till after
Exams.
Maybe we can go to Newick 's
For Rent (Dover). Looking for one person
to share a 3 room apt. with one other
FOUND: IPR down mittens on Dover B again sometime. Remember don't be
person -(me). Have your own bedroom.
Kari-Van . To claim call 742-8023. 11 / 25 . weird! Yippers! DD .11/21.
S125/ month , plus Heat and Electric. Off
Are we not Humans? No, we are Chem
street parking, near K-van,-5 miles from
Majors! Win a free trip to Naples! Come to
UNH. Available anytime after Dec 18
the second Chemistry Club Meeting,
1980. Call Sa!_TI at ,749-2138. 11125
Monday Dec. 1 at 8:00 pm in lddles L-1 :
· <
2t Female Boarders ,wa_ntesl in my home. r K\.H --La~t ot the ·· original ·· hand -crafted ._ .Sue: To . ruy 'favorite little sister: We all
know this weekend will be wild, so get
$45 per week per person . All utilities
with FM turner and turn-table . 36"
ready for some serious partying! love,
i ~ C ~ I I 335-1522 after 4 p.m. 12/2
Speakers with "Free Smaller Stereo
your
big sister Toni.
System " thrown in . S225.00 LAST
Need 1 female roomate. to share
CHANCE : Very good condition . Home
Dave, Since I never see you around
apartment in Durham . 1 bedroom .
Sunday morninQs 9 to noon. Jeanne 1
campus I've concluded that you are
kitchen . Call Sue 868 -7189 . 11 / 21 .
Richards, Avenue E, Por-tsmouth, N.H.
obviously scared that I will nail you with
Trying to Rent your house or Apt.? Two
11 / 21
the Biggest, Coldest snowball you've ever
girls desperately need a place to live 2nd
seen or felt! True? See you next
'72 Plymouth Satellite Station Wagon .
semester. Reasonable price and good
snowstorm, and David, ... Beware, next
Power steering, power brakes , good
neighbors a must! Call Laura or Karen at
time
it won't be the turntable . - A Late
running condition . $550. ·call 431 -5975 .
659-6095 or see them in the Senate
IHop visitor.11 /21 .
11/21
Office . 11 /24.
To the best little sister Debbie : The Phi
1975 Dodge Maxivan -Power steering ,
Roommate wanted, for 5 bedroom house
Mu's are the best partiers around,
power brakes. AC . Reese hitch . Above
in Dover. Washer and Dryer, 2 car garage,
especially this big and little sister duo!
average condition . 603 - 868 - 7542.
90 bucks a month plus heat and
So ... let's get together and go crazy this
11 / 25
electricity, male preferred- Contact
weekend! Love, your big sister
anyone at 749-1853. May the best man
1970 Toyota Land Cruiser with Fischer
Chris.11 / 21 .
win- No Fumar. 12/ 5.
quick switch plow . Engine and
To Rob and Paul, Do you get into S&M
mechanica!s excellent . New sticker .
Rental : Kittery Point, Maine. Attractive
(whips and chains)? Do you get into
S1400.00 complete 603 - 868 - 7543 .
living quarters for one (1) person-male or
WPKS?
Does TBA? Can't wait for
11 1 25
female- preferably artist-writer-or
December 5, maybe you'll even get some
creative person- in large attractive homeLow prices for ski equipment (used) in
DJ if you're bad . P.S. Bring your
lovely farm setting on water. Semiexcellent condition. One Pair Fisher
"leathers ." XO K&D .11 / 21 .
private. Convenient to UNH, Portsmouth,
Superglass 185 CM skis with MarkerBillyhere's to ·the Follensbee (with
Maine beaches. $200/ month includes
Rotamat Bindings . One pair Lange
Snookie included!) and to everyother
utilities. 1-207-439-0780.
Standard Bots. Ladies size 8 . All for $60 or
second
we've spent together . This one's
buy seperatly. Also beautiful tweed
PlANO IS BEAUTIFUL! I offer carefully ·
for you - I love you Bucko. -T.11 / 21.
Jacket worn once. size 11, $25. Call Sue.
structured mus·ical training on the piano
evenings. 659-2739 1 1 /25
To my little sister Tricia : Get Psyched for
in my home. Treat your musical ear! Call
an Awesome year! Rugby, Scorp's, and
days~ 7.49-0697, eves : 868-2837. 12_1 12
For Sale: 1972 VOLVO 142 AUTO. Great
DZ will never be the same! The beerrunning condition, excellent winter car,
Durham : Room available for male student
chugging on my head was great(?!) Don't
am-fm cassette stereo, radials all around .
for second semester. Includes stove,
worry, I'll get even! Have fun through the
It. blue. Call 868-5236 ask for Mark
refrigerator, sink, bed, desk, bureau . Heat
rest of pledging. You're THE BEST!! Love,
Ganzer . $1,200. 12/ 12.
and elec. also included. $825/ semester.
your B.S. Jen.11 / 21 .
Contact Dan at' 868-9818, Room 8-1,
1976 Toyota Corolla, 2 dr, standard.
You've heard the Rumors - Now come see
after 6 p.m. 11 / 25 .
69000 miles, good condition and mileage,
the band! Meet them ...Face to Face.
am / fm, radials, undercoated. Hampton
Friday and Sat, Nov. 21 -22 at the
926-2477 . 11125.
.
. . . '
Franklin .11121.
1973 Pontiac Ventura -Auto- Excellent
To the best friends a person could have :
running . Recent tune-up. Recent
Thanks for making this birthday the best
Having a party? Need a D.J.? Try Sunday
inspections. Radio. little rust $750 or
one ever . I'm sure, that as long as I live, I
Brunch for 'a' change of pace. For more
best offer . Call Nelson or Samantha 868will never forget this one! Thanks again ,
info. call Dwayne or Dan at 7422629 after 6 p.m . 11125
JKS.
11/21.
7422.12/2.
Stereo and Video components at MEGA
PHIL ROYAL- Do you dig volleyball? Be in
TYPING - Retired secretary . Experienced
discounts. All new and fully guaranteed.
your room on December 2nd at 4:00 and
in all types of term papers. Proficient in
Major brands available. Lowest prices
beware- The Shark.11121.
anywhere in New England. Call Mike ,
spelling , grammar. punctuation. etc.
Reasonable rates . Prompt servfce .. · Coleman at 862-1288 or stop by Room 22
Dana until I can afford a ring my football
Located walking distance to UNH . Call
in Kappa Sigma for details anytime except
jacket will have to do. I love you- Forever
Anita 868-7078. 20 Park Court . Durham .
Mondays. 11 / 25.
yours Frankie "Honeycup" Keough ./ 21 .
12 · 12
.
Guitar Amplifier . Peavy classic 410.' Lots
Dana the season has ended but our love
_of power . 4 10" speakers . Asking $219
NOW TAKING DATES for Princess House
has just begun to you and mewith small stone electro-harmonix phase
home parties . Special G i fts for
Frank.11121.
shifter Call Chris at 2-2454or 868-9743.
ho~ts hostesses . 25°b total sales FREE
Blue eyes- well, here is my side of the
Williamson. 11 / 28.
rne rr hi'!nclise . All before , Christmas 1
promise . I'll tie myself to your bed
Sa:1s! ,1ction gumanteed . Try it vou won't
1979 Oldsmobile 88 Delta . New Radials,
anytime,
especially if it'll keep me there
~e· sorry . Cnll Susan . eves . ,749 -3117 .
cruise control, air conditioned, 20 MPG.
all weekend , who cares if I don 't . get my
11 25
52,000 miles- an excellent car in perfect
homework done? I sure don't. I would
condition . $3900- 862-2419 . Eves : 772spend 24 hours a day with you if I could.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING at its best by
2940. 11 /21 .
I'm proud to admit you're the father of my
University Secretarial Associates . IBM
5 beautiful children.-Brown eyes.11 / 21.
CORRECTING SELECTRIC. Choice of
1 pr. Size ten Nordic Ski boots. Excellent
style, pitch. Spelling, grammar,
condition. These are the leather lined
Sweetheart, If you don't take me to see
punctuation corrected. 14 years
· model. $50.00. Call Dave at 2-2186 or
Face to Face at the Franklin either Friday
secretarial / teaching experience. Diana
868-9700 rm.15 . 11125.
or Saturday, you can go find someone else
Schuman 742-.4858. 12/ 12
to make your bed, Dear.11 / 21 .
For Sale: apartment size electric range
(20 inches wide),4 top burners w / oven,
Surprise, Birthday boy! Happy 21st!
PRECISION TYPING- Experienced
white enamel, in excellent condition .
Here's to you sweet-stuff. Too bad after
secretary in· all areas of typing. Fast
$35.00. 742-5450 evenings . 11 / 21.
21
years you haven 't found any Rock
and professional results . Choice of
Lobsters! Love ya lots, Deb and Alex. P.S.
1971 VW convertible super beetle. Good
type elements and style. Reasonaqle
Don't give up drinking yet! 11 / 21 .
condition, all new major parts - Inquire
rates . Call Bethany -868-5746 .
659-2525 after 6 pm . $3,000 or best
36 Y.D. This week has been a pretty dull
12 / 12.
offer. 11121 .
soap opera . I like it better this way! It's
Health Resource Booth - provides health
more fun to watch Willie and Mateus
1-year-old electric
typewriter. Silverinformation, weight checks. blood
fight,
anyhow. Peg I hope you can get off
Reed, excellent condition purchased for
pressure checks, vision screening, minor
the
wagon soon! Jacki, Happy Hour
$225,
asking
$140.
Call
Kevin
659-5749.
first. aid and cold care. Services free .
today? 11121 .
11/21.
Ev~one is welcome. Mon. & Thurs. 11
Hey Dinah Shore: Nee Nee Nee Nee Nee
am- 1 :30 pm next to the MUB cafeteria.
1976 Honda CVCC 5 speed hatchback.
Nee - A message only you would
11 / 21
Excellent condition, excellent gas
understand. From a Personal friend of
mileage . S2500 Call 742-1977 after 5
Informal Support Groups tor Keturning
yours.11 /21.
pni . 11/21.
Students-mutua l support and
Bob L- What were you anyways?
encouragement- for nontraditional
Stereo and Video Components at Mega
students. Groups wiil meet mc-nthly at
Discounts. All new and fully guaranteed.
TO ALL MEMBERS OF THE 4'0'CLOCK
various locations. If you are not already
Major brands available. Lowest prices
CLUB : Thursday night was fun . Just
signed up call Cynthia Shar at the
anywhere in New England. Call Mike
remember ... menage a trois, "I can't
Counseling and Testing Center 862-2090
Coleman at 862-1288 or stop by Room 22
believe you just stood there!", cars
1? · 12
in Kappa Sigma for details anytime except
leaving Parson 's Pkg. Lot, "anal Sex" by
Mondays.11 /21 .
J.H . "Wait let me take my retainer out!"
. Past life therapy: ,s something in your
and most important, fire alarms that
present life puzzling you? Regression is
Students! Do you have Marvel comic
remind you that you're an A.A. and
often a way of solving puzzling
books sitting around your room? If so, I
"Better fix the bed before anyone sies
relationships. Who & where were you
will assess and most likely buy them from
it!"
. You're all the best. Lets do it again
before 2 & with whom? for appt . call 1you. Call 868-5149 between 4 pm and 8
sometime soon! Love, Blondie.11 / 21.
207 -439-9383. 12/ 12
pm Monday thru Friday, Ask for
Devine Halt - Cherry Harvey is
Tim.11/25.
GARAGE SPACE WANTED in Durham,
representing you in the 2nd Annual MUB
will pay good price for safe, easily
SKI BOOTS Nordica Grand Prix SIZE 10
Pub Club Oldies Dance Contest this
accessible garage for one car. Contact
$80.00 Excellent Condition 868-9710
Sunday night. How about coming over
Bob 868-9833. 11125.
Ask for Willie . 11121
and showing a little support. A Rick Bean
Tuesday Tuck-in Service sponsored by
Am . moving and have much to sell: 2
Production . 1 t / 21
Sigma Nu pledges. The next 3 tuesdays
couches, one very large stereo cabinet,
Alexander Hall- A couple of your boys will
for S1.50 one receives a glass of milk.
and many beautiful plants . Come look
be in the finals of the 2nd Annual MUS
cookies, a bedtime story, and gets tucked
how and reserve - may be taken around
Pub Club------Oldies Dance contest this
in. It is from 10 pm-1 am or by special
mid December. Why not get an early start
Sunday night. Will you be there to support
appointment. Call Bert 2-1586 or Paul 2on furniture for your new apartment? Call
them? A Rick Bean Production . 11 /21
1613 for reservation.11 /21
·
868-2278 and ask for Ellen Goodman.
Lctthe LANDSHARK deliver· yo_ur
Cindy, See you Sat nite at the Face to Face
Leave a messge. 11 / 21
concert. Don't be so late this time.
message to a friend or foe. Comp_lete with ·
FOR SALE : SPEAKERS (pr) Philips 467
J.P.11 / 21 .
Jaws theme, fins, and waves. Sign up at
Handle 20 Watts $90 Contact Jon Xensen
upstairs Hudd. from 11 / 17 to 11/21
611 2-2138, 868-9826
Williamson Hall-Bonny Bosworth of 1004
lunch and dinner. 11 / 21 .
!!lade it to the finals of the 2nd Annual
Liz Bedard, from the Governors Council
Pub Club Oldies Dance Contest. Are you
on Energy will be speaking on Recycling
coming over this sundav ni11ht to cheer
in N.H . Dec. 3at 7 :30pm in the Forum Rm.
her on the $ 100 victory? A Rick Bean
at the Library. Coffee will be served during
Production . 11 / 21
the question and answer time.11 / 24.
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f=or Rent: 2nd semester through summer .
Apartment bedroom for 1 or 2 females . .
Crescent house in Durham on Madbury
Rd . Close to UNH $255 per month plus
dtil. Call 868-5954. 12/ 12
,
Two Male Roommates wanted to share
room in 2 bedroom Dover apt. Available
January 1. $87 each per month plus heat
and electricity. On kari-van . 742-1'065.
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a.m. to 1 p.m. Tickets are $2 and can be
bought at the door. Proceeds are to
benefit the deaf! All "r"' w~lr.o .... ~
guaranteed to be a g~o~ b~~<:l~fa_st: _1_1_(?.~
11 /21
Alph Zi Delta, you foxes, the Sigma Nu
pledges would like to say thanks- for the
very excellent, almost immoderately
insane evening last night. You girls are
great- in all respects!11 / 21 .
To my little sister Joanne, Rest up for
Saturday night cause we're going to go
crazy! We're going to win the wildest
table award for sure. You are the best and
the cutest little sister anyone could have.
Love, Diane.11 / 21.
Crys, Trent wa.s ynbelievable, and then
the first non-narcotic snow of the year.
Sorry the lizard had to come along, but
then again what would Gus and the
redhead think. Love your favorite
bonafide bone . Mr. Mike.1 l / 2l.
O .K. Jeff, let's see some of that Sigma Nu
spirit on the 22nd. Phi Mu is going wild so
be prepared!! Love, Karen.11 / 21.

him win the $100 firstprizethis Sunday
night +n the 2nd Annual MUB Pub Club
Oldies Dance Contest Finals. Can you
help? A Rick Bean Production. 11121
Scarce. T-Shirts. White on dark blue.
Front: "Get your education in a motel" ·
Back: "Atlantic Motel, UNH, 1980-81 " .
$5.50. Call Gil in Hampton 926-0256, or
write T-shirts rm 12-A, Bldg. 1. Atlantic
Motel, 409 Atlantic Ave. Hampton Beach,
03842 11
NH.
12 1
Fairchild Hall Bonne Burnette will be
competing for $100 cash this sunday
night in the 2nd Annual MUB Pub Club
' Oldies Dance Contest. A little morale
support would be appreciated . .A Rick
Bean Production. 1-1 /21
Annchen, Can a baby frog really make an :
Iguana face? I would love to see that! .
Remember, these are the best (-------) ·
years of your life. Love J.11 /21.
To my Big sis, Diane - Get psyched for the
pledge dance. It's going to be great!
Thanks for everything. You're the Best!!
Love, Joanne.
0

To the weasels of Congreve : wea .sel / wezel / n • member of family Mustelidae.
Wea .sel.ing / wez-(a -)lin / 1: to use
weasel words. 2 : to escape from or evade
a situation or obligation. P.S. 2nd edition
of the book of weasology now underwaymore weasel plays and tactics . For your
specialcopysendon ly$9.95to60C-what
a deal! 11 / 21.

Hubbard Hall- Denise Boisselle has been
a faithful MUB Pub person, and now she
needs your cheers. She's a finalist in this
sunday night's 2nd Annual MUB Pub Club
Oldies Dance Contest.A chance for a 100
bucks . A Rick Bean Production . 11 / 21

Sandra D- The biggest mission of all has
finally arrived and we're going to go wild .
This may be your last pledge dance but it's
going to be the best. This will definitely to
the list of our memories. Lots of love,
Diane. 11 / 21.
To the ladies of DZ, We hope you enjoyed
our labors as much as we enjoyed your
company . Super meal! - Sigma Nu
pledges .11 /21 .

Sandy- Happy 21st birthday! We hope you
have a super day. Get psyched to
celebrate like never before. Love, Cathy
and Debbie. 11 / 21 .
Hunter Hall- Mark Dussault will need
your help in his cheering section if he's to
win the 2nd annual MUB Pub Club Oldies
DiJnce Contest this sunday night. We'll be
listening for you . A Rick Bean Production .
11121

Genie- to the best LS. Hope your
weekerd will be fun even though you
won't be partying with the gang. Have fun
at the wedding - I'll be thinking of you.
Your B.S . Glo.11 / 21 .
Registration forms are now available for
Hetzel Hall's Fourth Annual Dance-aThon to benefit the Kidney Foundation to
be held February 6th, 7th, 8th . Forms are
availabe at Area Desks, Info desk,
Commuter Center, Head Residents, Frat.
and sorority Presidents. Start getting
sponsors now! Grand Prize is a trip for two
to sunny Bermuda! 11125.
2 Roommates wanted for second
semester ; openings as of Jan. 1 .
Pref~rably male . . Large apartment in
ru, l::.111uuu1 near Kan -van route . Rent:
$88.75 monthly per persoa utilities not
included. Call evenings 436-6142 ask for
John or Emerson. 11 / 28

Hetzel Hall- Joanne Catz may be $100
richer this Sunday night if she wins the
2nd Annual Mub Pub-Club Oldies Dance
Contest.Willvoubet heretocheerheron? .
A_ Rick. ~ea.n Produc,tion. 11121
-

And don't laugh too hard at Bob, Pete K.;
What were you- a Tex critter?

Hey Gang! Freshman camp wants you
applications and interview sign up sheets
are available in room 126 of the MUB.
Interview spaces are limited so sign up
today.11 / 21
Sandi-Here's to Drunken Stupors on
Weekday nights, kicking out lights,
flunking exams. lectures not heeded, and
wild times no matter what we do. look out
11 / 22
-·
Ken-This one today is on my own, e.e.
could not help me along . Frat's are red,
sororities are blue, tomorrow's the day,
the Greeks are true! LoVf~ P.D.D.11 / 21
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at Durham Red Cross Blood Drive
Sunday Dec. 7th. noon to 5 p.m.
Dec. 8, 9, 10- 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
at MUB!
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into the candidates' abilities with
the search committees. ·

Dean

-RO SSI GN OL
X-C SKI PACKAGE
$99.50

Liberal Arts Dean Search
Committee Chairman, Dr. Arthur ·
C. Borrer, _feels that the visiting
process is "very honest." ·

continued from page one
students, faculty, an·d administration a chance to meet them.
After the c~ndidates visit the
campus, the committee will choose
three out of the five to submit to
President Handler and Haaland
who will make the final decision in
consulation with other administration and faculty members.

Choice of waxless or waxable
Includes: Skis, Boots, Poles,
Bindings and mountingRegular Price $146.45

lllildtrntss (rails

Pettee Brook Lane
·
'
Durham, New/Hampshire 03824
Sat. 9-5, Mon.:-Fri. 9-5:30,
_
868 5584

Schedules of the visits by the
Liberal Arts Dean candidates will
be _publicized in the New
Hampshire. Within the schedule of
meetings during the candidates'
two-day visits time will be
available for students to meet
them.
/

All students and faculty are
encouraged to share any insights

WHATA
DAV.

"This process," Borrer satd,
.. will allow the entire campus to
understand the strengths and
weaknesses of each candidate."

King
. .tued from page 14
greeted us warmly, with a tlrm
_h and .shake and a big smile and
immediately made us feel
comfortable.
Although BeBop had said we
would be limited to 15 minutes,
B.B. put absolutely no rush on us.
We talked about his past as a DJ
on WDIA in Memphis, . his
beginnings as a Blues guitarist and
singer, even how he came to name
his guitar Lucille. When we asked
about future projects, we were
introduced to Charles Saywer,
who just happened to be in the
room. Charles has just finished
B.B.'s authorized biography, "The
Arrival of B.B. King". It has just
hit the bookstores in the past
month.
B.B. seemed natural in front of
the mike, but as it always seems to
happen, he really loosened up
when the recorder was shut off. He
started talking about a big project
he would like to see done, a
"Soundstage" type show that
would showcase Blues talent.
Ideally, it would be a full season of
shows, each one featuring a
different aspect of the Blues. We
offered to simulcast it if B.B. 's
dream ever come true.

Wies el
/

I

continued from page 13
"Turn your back on it and it may
g,o away." The second is to give
into it. "It has so much power--why
!!l_Ot become its ally? The third
option is to rebel. · "And your
action will be.c ome an offering that
is shared by your friends. I need
not tell you which option I
encourage." said Wiesel.
Wiesel's speech, within which he
addressed evil, suffering, and
ethics with the straightforwardne ss
that characterizes his writing on
the ' Holocaust, was punctuated by
stories and legends that illustrated
his points and drew the audience
into the warmth and earnestness of
th<.> man and his message.
"In conclusion," he said, ••1
would like to telf you ·a very old
legend that I wrote myself." He
told of a just man who entered the
city of Sodom, on the brink of its
extinction, hoj'.iutg to save it. He
paraded up and down the streets of
town with signs, and yelling
·•Repent! You're in danger!" At
first the people of Sodom, which is
the most corrupt of all cities, full of
only cynicism and hypocrasy,
viewed him as an oddity and
gathered around him in wo~d'er of
such a display. But eventual y they
tired of him and went 'a bot 1 their
business. Still the man persr: ted in
proclaiming his message.
One day a small hild
approached the man and said:
"Don't you see that it's useless."
"Yes, it is useless," admitted the:
man.
·•Then why do you continue?"
asked the child.
..Well," said the man, "In the ·
beginning I thought that I could
change them and now I know that 1
· can not. But I go on only because
I don't want them to chan_ge mf."
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After 15 interviews with various co:npanies, I finally found MITRE. And after 15
interviews I definitely knew what I was looking for when I saw it.
I had fo have breathing room. A place
that would turn me loose and let me work on
different kinds of projects. On the other
hand, I had to know I'd be able to turn to
·other people for advice and backup. And I
definitely wanted a steady growth situation.
With the MITRE people, I knew right
away I'd found it all.
At any given time, they have some 75
or so funded, significant programs involving
several hundred separate projects and
tasks. And because they're Technical Advisors to the Air Force's Electronic Systems
Division in Command, Control and Communications (C 3), they design and develop
some of the world's most advanced information systems.
Still, MITRE handles every assignment
as if it were the only one. Because they have
to come up with the right solution every time.
That's.their product.
The best of MITRE to me is that they'll
let me move from project to project if I want,
or get deeply involved in a longer-range one.
There's always something waiting for me.
I'm glad it took 15 interviews to get to
MITRE. Now when I say I chose them, I
know exactly what I'm talking about.
I'

Openings exist in:

COMPUTER SYSTEMS
COMMAND AND CONTROL
SYSTEMS ARCHITECTURE
COMMUNICATIONS
RADAR SYSTEMS
See your Placement Office to set up an
on-campus interview, or send your resume
directly to Jerome P. McKinnon, The MITRE
Corporation, Bedford, MA 01730. U.S. Citizenship or resident ~lien registration requfred._ .

MITRE will be at

University of New Hampshire
on December 2, 1980

THE=================

MIT RE

Advertise in
The New Hampshire
Call 862-1490

CORPORATION

MITRE is an equal opportunity
,
employer actively seeking applications under
its affirmative action program.
I • •
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I

I

I

f
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.. 862-1124
Mon-Fri
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By Larry McGrath

LeUVfng the starting gate,
The Eastern College Athletic Conference (ECAC)
season is underway. Tuesday Providence started what
could be a tremendous season by beating Vermont, 3-l.
In the ECAC's western· region, Clarkson beat Colgate, 65 in overtime to open things up for both clubs.
UNH fell on tough times last year. The Wildcats
suffered their only losing season in coach Charlie Holt's
twelve years in Durham. In four non-EC AC games this
ve,:ir. UNH has impressed with three wins.
,.
The consensus of the coaches in the EC AC's eastern
reg10n is this season is going to be a tough one with a lot
of new faces on the scene.

:1

PROVIDENCE
The Friar's are everybody's choice to take the EC AC
championship. Last season Providence was the darling of
th~ East, as it overcame its graduation losses with good,
young players to finish second in the EC AC regular
season. Twenty goal scorer Steve O'Neil returns as
captain to provide scoring along with Kurt Kleinendorst
(10-17-27), Dan Miele (l 1-13-24) and Steve Anderson
( 12-11-23).

2

BOSTON COLLEGE
The defending champions have a lot going for them,
but so does everybody else. Junior Billy O'Dwyer(20-2242) should fill in for graduated All-American Bill Army.
Lee Blossom, an 18-goal scorer, returns at wing. Paul
Hammer ( 17-18-35) and Mike Ewanouski (13-21-34) also
return to spark the Eagles' attack.
Three regular defensemen return along with two
proven goaltenders. Goalie Doug Ellis suffered a hand
injury in the preseason and is just getting back,_ but Hoo
O'Conner, his backup last year, has been playmg well.
O'Connor was the most dominant goalie I've seen in
years," said Bowling Green coach Jerry York after the
Eagles took two in Ohio. 4-3 and 4-0 two weeks ago ..
BC coach Len Ceglarski is cautiously optimistic. "It
will take a herculean effort to duplicate last year," he said.
'"All the teams in the East are so much improved."

3
NEW HAMPSlllRE

Jeff Weisman returns in goal once more. He and
freshman Cleon Baskalakis will try and stabilize the
goaltending, which wa,s shaky last year. Goalie Bob
Barich will not return .this season.

UNH coach Charlie Holt needed scoring last year. He
went out and got five freshmen forwards to complement
sophomore Andy Brickley (15-17-32), and seniors Dana
Barbin (9-25-34) and Frank Barth (6-23-29).
George White, Steve Lyons, Dan Potter, Paul Barton
and Ken Chisholm have impressed and should help
immediately.
"We've been skating four regular lines this year," Holt
said. "Last year we would be lucky to put three out."
- Greg Moffett is back in goal looking to regain the form
- tbat earned him ECAC tournament MVP in '79-80. He
will be aqly backed up by slimmed-down sophomore
Todd Pearson.

6
NORTHEASTERN
,

,

4

MAINE

.

The Huskies may ride ·the crest of their first-ever
Beanpot tournament victory last season. The 27 year-old
Boston school tournament was won by Northeastern
over BU, BC and Harvard.
"We've looked better than we have in a l~ng time," NU
coach Fernie Flaman said. "I think it (Beanpot win) has ·
and will help us."
George Demetroulakas returns to guard the NU nets in
the newly-renovated ($500,000) Boston Arena. Joining
Demetroulakas is last year's leading scorer Paul
McDougall (16-13-29) along with last year's top
freshman Sandy Beadle (11-16-27).

Finishing third in the eastern region last year in its first
year of Division I and third year of varsity hockey, maine
qualifies as a bonafide "Cinderella" team this season.
"We had a certain surprise factor working for us last
year," Maine coach Jack Selmer said. "We want to prove
we 're for real this year."
Returnees Gary Conn (21-24-45), John Tortorella ( 1422-36), and Joe Crespi (17-18-35) provide the firepower
along with returning captain Bill Demianiuk. Jim
T ororeiia was· strong · in goal last year and should be
boosted by the retuf_!L.of Jett Nord, as a back-up.

5

BOSTON UNIVERSITY
There is trouble in Terrierland. BU, long an ECAC
power, has had its problems ov.e r the last two winters.
Coach Jack Parker is using six freshmen regularly, three
of them on defense.
"We'll probably be, on paper, right in the pack,"
Parker said. "There's a lot of teams in contention this
year. It doesn't look like there will be many also-rans."

Larry Mc_Grath, a 22-year-ota sophomore economics
major, from Newton, Massachusetts, has been named the
sports editor of The New Hampshire beginning with
Tuesday's issue.

SEE YO.UR MONEY IN ACTION
ALL UNII STUDENTS INVITED TO
"POWER ALLEY"

Open House
November 24 and 25

10am-7pm

Demonstrations and tours ·of all
Student Activity Fee Organizations
Bottom ·Floor of MUB
Cool-Aid Inc.

Granite

The New Hainpshire
T'1e ,Ve\\· Ham11s/1ire will have a Open Huus~
1t·irhout the "Power"

·srvN

SCOPE

MUSO

SAFO

Student Press

TOSN,O M

The Student Senate

WUNH

.

Refreshments 1n Senate Off ice Rm 1 30
i -- -- ---- ..
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Sports
Play Miami of Ohio today in consolation game

UNH vying for 5th spot in national tourney
By Chris Wuensch

CARBONDALE, ILLINOIS-After defeating William &
Mary, 1-0, in the first round,
twelfth seeded UNH lost 2--0 to
thirteenth ranked California StateBerkeley in the quarterfinals of the
collegiate national field hockey
championship at Southern Illinois
U nivers_ity-Carbondale.
It was the first . time UN H has
ever qualified for the national
tournament.
"You can't win a game if you
don't put the ball in the net," said
UNH coach Jean Rilling. "We had
a number of perfect oportunities to
score in the first half, but we just
couldn't put it in."

A shot by Cheryl Murtaugh
minutes later just missed and Carla
Hesler hit a drive off the right
goalpost.
Berkeley capitalized on UNH's
inability to score by scoring twice
themselves. The· Golden Bears
scored their first goal 16:30 into the
first half when Jeannette Mori
scored on an unassisted goal past
UNH goalie Robin Balducci.
The Golden Bears scored again
at 24: IO of the second half. Melissa
Nerone, assisted by Sandi
Chamblain, lifted Berkeley to a 2-0
lead that would never change.

,-\long with the difficulty
experienced by the forward line ,
But UNH did put the ball in the
UNH also had its problems in
net at the start of the first half, only
defending its own net. Berkeley
to have it called. back. The game had 16 shots on goal compared to
was ae1ayed while Rillmg arguea
UNH's 9.
with officials about the call.
Bonwell turned away 6 UNH
The disputed goal by UNH . shots for Berkeley while Balducci
junior Carla Hesler did not count made 7 saves for the Wildcats.
One bright spot was the
because the ball went outside the
end line before it went into the aggressiveness of the UN H
defense.
goal.

UNH freshman Lorraine Leary watches her shot bounce off Providence College goaltender
Judy Van Schelt in a game played earlier this season. (Nick Novick photo)

Will UNH pick itself up after last year's fall.
(seepage19)

Whether or not it had an effect
on the 'team's play was not
discussed. Neither the players or
coaches were looking for an excuse '
for their loss.
"We couldn 't finish anything,"
said assistant coach Suzanne
Coffey. "Everything was there and
then the last shot wasn't."
Both Coffey and Rilling felt that
part of the problem was with the
forward line.
In the first half, Donna Modini
was sent away on a fast break for
what I_ook_~d like a certain goal, but
passed off instead of going for the
net. A scoop by Janet Greene
skimmed over the net past
Berkeley goaltender Terri
Bonwell.

"We had our chance to be on
top," said Rilling. "It was a very,
very disappointing loss."
UNH plays Miami of Ohio today
in a consolation game. The game
will determine the fifth place
finisher in the country.
Junior forward Donna Modini,
who almost missed the game
because of the flu, scored the
game's only goal in UNH's l-0 win
over William & Mary. Modini
scored at 14:45 of the first half.
William & Mary outs hot UN H
20-4. But the Tribes could not send
a shot past Balducci (9 saves).
The Wildcats were tense before
the game, and took a while to
loosen up. But after Modini's goal,
UN H began to relax and played its
normal, consistent game.

ByBillNader

Athktic ticket will be 0-8 at Thanksgiving break
The student athletic ticket will not be honored
at a UNH hockey game until the night after
Thanksgiving when most students will be home
eating leftover turkey.
The ticket, optional to UNH undergraduate
and graduate students at a cost of.825, has been
declared useless for each ofthe first three regular
season home games because the opposition is
not affiliated with the Eastern Collegiate Athletic
Conference (ECAC). The- ticket is almost as
useless for the Wildcats' five exhibition games
despite a marketing ploy by the Athletic
Department.
UNH opened its season with pre-season
games against Salem State, Menimack, and St
Anselm's, all Division II opponents. The student
ticket holder was admitted for 81.50 while the
general public paid 82.50.
The dollar discount, however, is not vety
enticing because the ticket holder can just as
easilv stick it out and see teams like Cornell,
Bost~n University, Dartmouth, Boston College,
and Providence without paying a cent at the gate.
So why pay to see UNH play Division II teams
in games that don't count? Why pay to see Holy
Cross tonight or Colby tomorrow night?
And what should we call these games against
Holy Cross and Colby? They certainly Are not
pre-season games because the season is four
games ol.d. They are nothing more than
fundraisers for the Athletic Department
camouflaged as exhibition games.
But should you choose to skip these two, the

next home game on Tuesday against U.S.
International will cost 83 with or without the
ticket, because this team comes from San Diego,
California. You guessed it, the ECAC doesn't
recognize the state of California. And the state of
California doesn't recognize hockey.
What makes this year so glaringly different is
the eight games are grouped together. The
athletic ticket wjll be 0-8 at Thanksgiving Break.
Stuff that one in your turkey.
There has been no change in policy by the
Athletic Department. It is common procedure to
charge for non-ECAC and pre-season, I mean.
exhibition games.
Any economics majorwill tell you thatgoingto
a pre-season game is an insult to the consumers'
intelligence. Unless of course, you're an absolute
hockey fanatic, in which case I'd say go ahead,
but remember, the first d0llar spent should yield
the sam~ amount of marginal utility as the last
dollar spent to maximize income.
The Athletic Department needs to generate
about 8225,000 a year to meet its operating
costs, according to UNH 4thletic Director Andy
Mooradian Fixed costs; are paid by the
UniYersity.
'

'

Approximately 5400 stt!i.dent athletic tickets
were sold this year, according to Business
Manager Mike O'Neil. At ; 825 a whack, a 85
increase from last year, the Athletic Department
1
picks up 8135,000.

That would be an increase of823,000 over last
vear when O'Neill estimated sales at 85600 for
the 820 bargain price.
Mooradian maintains that even at 825 the
ticket is a "real bargain." It covers all hockey,
football, and basketball games that are not
special events.
"Hopefully, it won't be another five years until
we raise the price again," he said. ''To guarantee
it is kind of difficult, but it's the last thing we
want to do."
But considering the 823,000 increase in
revenue generated from a 85 increase in price,
the Athletic Department is not out to maximize
income at the expense of the student body.
That gesture appears even more noble when '
one considers the Athletic Department will
probably not balance its budget unless the
hockey team qualifies for the ECAC' s.
"We picked up 85000 for the two games with
Toronto," Mooradian said. U.S. International is
not coming at a good time because students may
take off for Thanksgiving.
''To take the pressure off me right now they'd
have to make the ECAC' s. Ifthev do, I'd breathe a
lot easier, if not I'll sweat it o,;t."
A berth in the EC.AC' s is worth about
840,000, according to Mooradian
The student with anathletic ticket would be
given first crack over the public at ticket sales.
But don't get too excited. Athletic tickets are not
honored for post-season games.

